Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd
Is proud to present its 57th Auction
Of Collectable, Classic, Sporting &
Other Arms, Accoutrements and Edged Weapons.

The Portuguese Club, Nita Street, Del Judor X4, Witbank
on 3rd June 2017
Viewing will start at 09:00 and Auction at 12:00
Enquiries:
Tel: 013 656 2923 Fax: 013 656 1835
Email: info@classicarms.co.za
CATEGORY A ~ COLLECTABLES
Lot #

Lot Description

A1

.303 SMLE Replica Rifle
Ideal wall-hanger without the fuss of licensing.
.44 Winchester M1866 Replica Rifle
Well made authentic looking replica.
Powder Flask
Repro brass powder flask. GC.
LM/R4 Magazines x 5
Thirty-five round polymer magazines. "As new".
Mauser K98 Detachable Magazines x 5
Scarce & very seldom encountered. Accepts most standard calibers on the Mauser
including .243, 270, 7x57, .30-06, .308 & 8x57mm. Brand new.
6 x .22 Ruger 10/22 Magazines
Thirty round magazines x 3 in original packaging, 3 x 10rd. magazines. All "as new".

A2
A3
A4
A5

A6

A7
A8
A9
A10
A11

A12
A13
A14

Estimate
R 950.00
R 950.00
R 250.00
R 1250.00
R 1500.00

R 2250.00

FN-FAL 7,62mm Magazines x 5
Ex-Rhodesian army, standard 20 rd. mags. Good used condition.
H&K G3 Magazines x 5
New unissued magazines.
Uzi Magazines x 7
Good used condition.
AK Magazines x 5
Steel thirty five round mags. Good used condition.
Sterling Magazines x 5
An exceedingly robust magazine design. For the 9mmp HMC. Good used condition.

R 1250.00

FN 30rd Magazines x 5
Used on the 7,62mm Bren and FN-Fal. Very scarce.
BXP Magazines x 5
Scarce. Good used condition.
Gun Books x 5
1) Weapons of War by Cook & Stevenson - Hard cover, illustrated 177 pages.
2) A History of Artillery Ian Hogg - Hard cover, illustrated 240 pages.
3) Arms and Armour Frederick Wilkinson - Hard cover, illustrated, 156 pages.
4) The World at Arms - Hard cover, illustrated, 479 pages.
5) Antique Firearms Frederick Wilkinson- Hard cover, illustrated, 275 pages.

R 2350.00
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R 1250.00
R 1750.00
R 1250.00
R 1250.00

R 1500.00
R 400.00

A15

A16

A17

A18

A19

A20

A21

A22

A23

A24
A25
A26

A27

A28

Gun Books x 5
1) Dudley Pope "Guns" - Hard cover, 255 pages, illustrated.
2) Guns and Gun Collecting - Hardcover, 128 pages, illustrated.
3) Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Ammunition by Ian Hogg 255 Pages.
4) Guns and How They Work - Hard cover, illustrated, 185 pages.
5) Firearms by Howard Ricketts - Hard cover, illustrated, 97 pages.
Gun Books x 4
1) Small Arms of the World - hard cover, 768 pages. Good condition plus.
2) Modern firearms by Cadiou & Richard - Hard cover 224 pages, illustrated.
3) History of Firearms in Argentina (in Spanish).
4) 27th Edition of "Blue Book of Gun Values".
Bound Copies of "Man/Magnum" x 4
Each containing twelve issues, first one January to December 1991, second one
June 1990 to May 1991, third one June 1981 to May 1981, fourth one June 1981 to
May1982. Highly collectable.

R 450.00

R 700.00

R 650.00

Deactivated 7,62mm Guryunov Machine Gun
Deactivated to current SAPS standard with moving working parts. The Guryunov
the standard Soviet machine gun in WW2 and is still in service with many former
Soviet Allies.
Deactivated 7,62mm Yugoslav M56 SMG
Deactivated to current SAPS spec with moving parts. Equipped with folding metal
stock and thirty five round magazine.
Deactivated 7,62mm FN-Heavy Barrel LMG
Ex Rhodesian war example complete with Rhodesian camo paint. Bipod and
carrying handle removed. Current SA spec deact with moving parts.

R 9500.00

Deactivated 7,62mm R1/FN Assault Rifle
Ex. Rhodesian Army with typical Rhodesian camo. Typical of the R1 rifles that SA
supplied to Rhodesia without any form of identification on them other than serial
numbers. Deactivated to current SAPS spec.
Deactivated 7,62mm PPSH43 SMG
Soviet replacement for the PPSH41 SMG, produced in considerable numbers in
WW2. Ventilated barrel jacket & 35 rd. stick magazine. Deactivated to current
SAPS specs.
7,62mm Czech VZ24/6 SMG
Introduced in 1948, the VZ was the first design to use the hollow bolt that allows for
a shorter overall length that was subsequently utilised in the UZI. Folding metal butt.
The VZ was the fore-runner of the South African produced carbine but of better
quality and construction. Deactivated to current SA spec.
MAG Tripod
Alloy framed, Belgian made. Ex Rhodesian army. Good used condition.
Bren Gun Tripod
Steel framed WW2 issue. Good original condition. Scarce.
Swarovski Habicht 30x75S Spotting Scope
Built for long range use with an emphasis on lightweight design and compact
dimensions. Classic extendable spotting scope with superb optics. In box &
excellent condition.
Rudolph 4-16x56mm Tactical Scope
In factory issued wooden case. Sophisticated tactical scope. External 1/4 MOA
adjustments plus external parallax adjuster. Tube diameter of 30mm and sunshield
over objective lens. Duplex reticule. Current replacement cost is in the order of
R11500. Scope does not appear to have been used at all.
Swarovski Habicht 4X Rifle Scope
Crisp optics, steel tube, three post German reticle. It would the ideal scope to
mount on a classic rifle as steel tubes are virtually unobtainable today and the
optics are extremely crisp.

R 6500.00
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R 3250.00

R 6500.00

R 3250.00

R 3250.00

R 3250.00
R 3500.00
R 10000.00

R 7500.00

R 4500.00

A29
A30
A31
A32

Used Rifle Bags x 6
Good condition modern bags with provision for scope mounted rifles.
Used Rifle Bags x 6
All good condition.
8 x 57mm Hornady Dies
New Hornady custom dies.
UDF Portuguese Mauser Bandoleer
Used by the UDF in the German South West campaign of 1915. Comprising 10 x
5round pouches. UDF ownership stamp and makers marks to the belt. In good to
good plus condition.

R 750.00
R 750.00
R 650.00
R 1450.00

A33

Thumbhole Sauer M90 Custom Stock
Made of superior grade walnut with dark wood grip & tip caps. Wrap around
chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip. Monte-Carlo cheek piece and
ventilated pad to butt. In very good condition.

R 2500.00

A34

Artillery Luger Shoulder Stock & Holster - Replica
Very good copy including, holster, mag pouch carrying strap, cleaning rod, takedown tool and shoulder stock. Excellent condition.

R 3750.00

A35

Broomhandle Mauser Shoulder Stock & Holster
Very good replica comprising, shoulder stock, holster/carrier which has integral clip
pouch and cleaning rod.

R 3750.00

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
Lot #

Lot Description

B1

M1820 Percussion Pistol
"ML 1820" to tang and dated 1823 on the barrel. Flint to percussion conversion.
Brass butt cap, trigger guard and barrel band. Replacement ramrod, hammer
retaining screw has part of it's head sheared off rest off of pistol is in good original
condition.

R 2750.00

B2

English Muff Pistol
English proofed, 27/8" screw-off barrel, wrap around chequering to walnut grip,
engraving to action. Good original condition.

R 1450.00

B3

Perry Percussion S/S Shotgun
Back action side locks. Fairly "tired". Wall hanger status.
English Muff Pistol - Cased
Typical muff pistol with screw-off barrel, folding trigger, safety catch to hammer,
wrap around fine chequering to grip and engraving to action. Later period wooden
case with replica pistol flask, tin of caps, round balls and loading rod. Good plus
original condition

B4

Estimate

R 450.00
R 2750.00

B5

.45cal. Drop lock Muzzle-Loading Target Rifle
Unusual side-lever operated drop-lock operated mechanism external hammer.
Heavy target profile 36" barrel with long range tangent rear sight. Provision for
mounting peep sight to tang of action. Barrel appears to be brand new.
Replacement screw with head protruding from tang. Steel butt plate and grip cap to
walnut stock which is not chequered. Barrel and action are still "in the white" and
this looks like a project rifle that has been tested but not completed. One for the
long range BP shooters.

R 6500.00

B6

.60cal Flintlock Full-Stock Rifle
Full-stock to 29" octagonal barrel. Fairly ornate lock. Very ornate trigger guard and
barrel pipe. Large brass butt plate. Deep floral carving to cheek piece and fore end
with wrap around chequering fore end and wrist. Stock appears to be of an exotic
wood species rather than the traditional walnut and could well be a replacement. If
so, it has been done quite professionally. Relatively good bore.

R 5500.00
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B7

8ga. Redman Percussion Sporting Rifle
Typical big bore percussion sporting piece. Rifled octagon to round 25" barrel
marked to "R. Redman London". Single standing leaf rear sight. Steel under rib to
barrel, German silver nose-cap and wedge retaining escutcheons. Very good
condition, the rifle would appear to have seen very little use.

B8

.45cal Hughes Whitworth Percussion Rifle
Whitworth rifled barrel of 26" with tangent sights. Full-stock with single barrel band
and wrap around chequering to both fore end wrist. Engraved brass nose cap,
trigger guard and butt plate. Engraved lock and hammer. Fair bore rest good to
good plus original condition.

R 18500.00

R 3250.00

CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

C1

Polish AKM Bayonet
Knife blade (130x30mm) with serrated blade with 35 teeth and an oval hole to link
with the steel scabbard to make a wire-cutter. Rounded black handle. Complete
with scabbard and full length leather frog. Good condition.

R 900.00

C2

Bulgarian AK47 Bayonet
Steel scabbard with webbing and leather frog, reddish brown polymer scales to grip,
some loss of finish to steel scabbard, otherwise good original condition.

R 650.00

C3

Russian AKM Bayonet
Russian variant by Ishvest arsenal. Red synthetic compound. Sawback blade.
Complete with wire-cutter and leather suspension frog. Good original condition.

R 850.00

C4

Romanian AKM Type 1 Knife/Bayonet
Grips of a brown mottled compound with a rounded top. Leather frog secured to
grey elastic material securing frog to the scabbard. Leather grip strap to hilt. All in
mint condition.

R 650.00

C5

Polish Model 6H4 Bayonet for AKM & WZ88 Rifles
Wire-cutter bayonet with reddish-brown grips. Matching number to blade &
scabbard. Very good condition.

R 750.00

C6

AKM Bayonet
With wire cutter and serrated back edge, black polymer handles and scabbard.
Excellent condition.

R 850.00

C7

Czech 1st Mod VZ58 Knife/Bayonet
Scarce wooden gripped variant of the VZ58 knife/bayonet. Fullered blade of
175mm, scabbard dated 1977, bayonet appears to be unissued.

R 750.00

C8

Czech VZ58 Bayonet
Second model with grips of a brown mottled synthetic compound. Fullered 175mm
blade, leather scabbard dated 1978. All in extremely good condition.

R 650.00

C9

Czech Army Airborne Commando Fighting Knife
Ingenious fighting knife issued to Czech airborne commando troops, consisting of
140mm bowie type blade, along with detachable screwdriver with serrated blade
and file type blade which are mounted into a slot in the back of the hard rubber grip.
Additional blades are carried in a slot in the leather scabbard which also has a
thong strung around it. Very good condition.

R 750.00

C10

Yugoslavian Model 1956 SMG Bayonet
The Yugoslav M56 SMG appears to have been based on the German MP38/40
SMG. Bayonet has a double-edged 175mm blade, plastic grips, steel scabbard and
leather frog. Deeply blued blade, bayonet is in mint condition.

R 650.00

C11

Yugoslavian Model 1924B Mauser Bayonet
German model 98/05 that has been reworked in Yugoslavia hence the "BT3"
arsenal mark. Incorporates muzzle flash guard and muzzle ring. Good to good plus
condition.

R 650.00
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C12

Yugoslavian M24B ex. German Imperial Bayonet
Bayonet is interesting in that it carries the Czech Lion, Imperial German and
Yugoslav "BT" markings as well as makers mark of "V.C. Schilling Suhl".
Incorporates muzzle ring for Yugoslav use. Fullered blade of 363mm. Slight chip to
lhs wooden scale rest good plus condition.

R 650.00

C13

Yugoslavian Model 1924B Mauser Bayonet
Rework of Imperial German M1908/05 bayonet with 355mm blade. Has flash guard
to back of grip, no muzzle ring and Yugoslav "BT3" markings. Matching number to
hilt and steel scabbard. Good plus condition.

R 650.00

C14

German K98 M84/98S WW2 Bayonet
For the Model 1898 Mauser. A 250mm (9 3/4") single edged blade with a deep
fuller. Scales are of a synthetic compound. Blade stamped "J.Sch". With its steel
scabbard. VGC.

R 1900.00

C15

German Dress Bayonet
Bayonet has stag horn grips and a nickel plated hilted, makers name of "E.U.F
Horster of Solingen". Black steel scabbard, 19" blade, some loss of nickel plating
to hilt. Overall good original condition.

R 1250.00

C16

Israeli K98 Mauser Bayonet
Israeli model 1949 bayonet, patterned after the German Mod 84/98S. It has a much
cruder finish then the German model, scabbard and blade have a number of Israeli
markings to them, including the Star of David. Bayonet is good, scabbard has a few
dings to it.

R 1250.00

C17

Steyr M95 Bayonet
For Steyr straight-pull M1895 rifle & carbine. Good condition.

C18

Italian 1891/38 Folding Bayonet
Wooden scales, 175mm blade, steel scabbard. Flat catch for fitting to muzzle.
Good original condition.

R 1750.00

C19

Italian M1938 Folding Carcano Bayonet
First model folder. Wooden scales, steel scabbard, 175mm blade. With large ring
button for fitting to rifle. Good original condition.

R 1750.00

C20

Italian Mod 1871/87/16 Bayonet
Bayonet has a blade length of 9,5", Terni markings to ricasso, wooden scales to
grip, steel scabbard. Fair to good condition.

R 650.00

C21

Italian Vetterli Bayonet
Wood grips, cross guard with muzzle ring and straight quillon with finial. Black
leather scabbard and brass fittings. Blade length of 299mm. Good original
condition.

R 900.00

C22

Swiss Sig M57 Bayonet
Black ribbed plastic grips and double edged stainless steel high quality blade,
plastic type scabbard. Very good original condition.

R 750.00

C23

Swiss Mod 1918 Schmidt-Rubin Bayonet
Designed for the Model 1911 and 1931 Schmidt Rubin short rifles. Double edged
blade, bright finish, ricasso marked to "Waffenfabrik Neuhausen". Blued steel
scabbard, leather frog. Very good plus condition.

R 1350.00

C24

Uzi Bayonet
Appears to be virtually unissued condition.
British 7,62mm SLR Bayonet
Bowie clip-point blade, single edged, with 3/4 length fullers, steel scabbard. Good
original condition.

R 650.00

C25
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R 850.00

R 650.00

C26

303 No.4 Cruciform Bayonet
Introduced November 1939 the bayonet had a 200mm cruciform blade attached to
steel socket which contains a muzzle ring and press catch. The mark 1 scabbard
was all steel with a zinc mouth piece. Bayonet is marked "G Crown R Number 4
Mark I SM". Excellent condition.

R 2850.00

C27

303 No.4 Spike Musketry Bayonet
Standard No. 4 type spike bayonet with a steel ball fitted to the end of it for bayonet
musketry practice, the shaft is also thicker then the standard model, well marked
with military acceptance/inspection stamps. Good original condition. Scarce.

R 750.00

C28

FN M1965 Export Bayonet
Ribbed black plastic grips secured by two screws. Two prongs integral with muzzle
ring act as a flash suppressor. Bayonet was used on early variants of the FN-Fal
which did not have a flash suppressor. Used by both SAP and Rhodesian forces.
SAP marked. GC+.

R 600.00

C29

Spanish Bolo Mauser Bayonet
Used on the M1893,1916 and 1943 Mauser rifles and carbines. Heavy bolo-type
blade fullered at both sides. Brown chequered wood grips. All-steel scabbard.
Ricasso marked with symbol for "Fabrica Nacional de Arms de Toledo". Good to
good plus original condition.

R 750.00

C30

Spanish FR8 Bayonet
Bayonet is for the model 58 Cetme assault rifle, heavily blued, black plastic grips
with unique Spanish bolo type blade. Complete with webbing frog. Good plus
condition.

R 650.00

C31

303 Patt 1888 Bayonet
Ricasso is well stamped with various military acceptance/inspection stamps and
WD Broad-arrow. Scabbard is complete with leather frog. Good original condition.

R 1250.00

C32

303 Patt 1907 Bayonet
By Sanderson, various military acceptance stamps, dated 9/17. Typical leather
scabbard. Good to good plus condition.
American WW1 M1917 .30 Bayonet
Winchester made, same blade profile as P1907 bayonet. Ricasso marked "1917 W
& US" with US flaming bomb marking to it. Two groove wooden grip. Green
finished leather scabbard. Winchester made examples are scarce. Very good plus
original condition.

R 1250.00

C34

French Mod 1892 Bayonet
Produced for the Model 1892 Mannlicher Berthier rifle. Wooden grips fixed with two
washers. This is one of the modified pattern with the hooked quillion removed.
Some scratches to grips and light dings to scabbard. Overall good original
condition.

R 650.00

C35

Brazilian Mosquefal Mauser M968 Bayonet
Short " blade, wooden scales, large muzzle ring, plastic scabbard with nylon
webbing frog. Very good original condition.
Argentinian Model 1909 Machete Bayonet
Ricasso marked "Modelo Argentino 1909" and "Weyersburg Kirschbaum & Co.
Solingen". Also has Argentine Republic "RA" marking to pommel. The Argentines
normally ground off any national marking before disposal and the presence of
marks makes this one more desirable. Heavy machete type 14,75" blade. Steel
scabbard. Very good condition.

R 750.00

C33

C36

C37

Brazilian Model 1908 Mauser Rifle Bayonet
Made by Alex Koppel of Solingen and marked as such. Wooden scales, hooked
quillion and brass mounted leather scabbard. Extremely good original condition.
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R 1500.00

R 2450.00

R 1250.00

C38

Russian Model 1940 Tokarev Bayonet
The later manufactured version for the Tokarev. Wooden scales, muzzle ring and
deeply blued blade. Steel scabbard with webbing frog. Well marked and very good
plus original condition.

R 1250.00

C39

Mexican Mod 1889 Remington Rolling Block Bayonet
Wooden scales, hooked quillion, bright finished blade, leather frog, steel scabbard.
Good plus original condition.

R 750.00

C40

Belgian M1889 Mauser Bayonet
Wooden scales, down swept quillion, leather scabbard with steel fittings. Ding to
chape of scabbard, rust marks to blade. Fair to good overall.
1896 Swedish Mauser Bayonet
All metal bayonet with a double edged very high quality blade, a knurled handle and
a unique locking mechanism. Good original condition.
German WW1 M1898/05 N/A Sawback Bayonet
Wooden scales, 370mm blade, steel scabbard with leather frog. Good plus original
condition.

R 950.00

C41

C42

R 950.00

R 1850.00

C43

German Model 1898/05 N/A Sawback Mauser Bayonet
Seitengehr 98/05 Alter Art [Old Pattern] with extended muzzle ring conversion.
Made by "W.K.C.& Co.". Wooden scales, sawback blade of 375mm, leather
scabbard with steel mounts & leather frog. Good original condition.

C44

Peruvian Model 1909 Mauser Bayonet
Made by "Simson & Co. Suhl". Identical to the German M1898 "Neuer Art"
bayonet. Rib backed blade of 525mm, two piece wooden grips, black leather
scabbard with bright steel mounts. Matching numbers to hilt & scabbard. Virtual
mint condition.

R 750.00

C45

Argentinian Model 1891 Mauser Bayonet - Alloy Grips
Made by "Weyersburg Kirschbaum & Co. Solingen". Reverse side of ricasso
marked "Modelo Argentino 1891" with Argentinian crest. Very unusual to
encounter one of these bayonets on which the crest has not been ground off prior to
disposal as was the Argentinian practise. The pommel also has "RA" markings to it.
Steel scabbard with leather frog. Good plus original condition.

R 950.00

C46

Uruguayan M1900 Mauser Bayonet
Used on 7mm M1895 Mauser by Uruguayan forces. Solid brass hilt, cruciform
blade of 515mm, round steel scabbard. Good original condition. Scarce.

R 750.00

C47

Japanese Tokyo Arsenal Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Markings to ricasso signify Tokyo Arsenal production prior to 1936. First pattern
bayonet with fullered blade and hooked quillion. Dull nickel finish to scabbard, blued
blade. Pommel has rare "School removed from service" marking to it. Good to
good plus original condition.

R 2500.00

C48

Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet
Late WW2 production from the 2nd Tokyo Artillery Arsenal. Wooden scabbard,
rectangular cross guard and unfullered crudely finished blued blade. Small chips out
of both top & bottom of wooden scabbard, rest good plus original condition.

R 2500.00

C49

Military pattern Kukrhi - Replica
Large 14,5" blade marked "Co. 1 broad arrow G1 1917 37" Wooden handle,
brown leather scabbard. Excellent condition.

R 550.00

C50

Kukrhi W/O Scabbard
Large heavy blade of 15,5", wooden handle. Good condition.
Tulwar - No Scabbard
Curved blade of 28", typical Tulwar type hilt with dished top.
.303 No 9 Spike Bayonet
Typical spike bayonet for the .303 No 4 rifle.

R 450.00

C51
C52
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R 1850.00

R 550.00
R 180.00

C53

Arabic Jambiyah
Typical ribbed curved blade in an ornate silver mounted sheath with cloth backing.
Bone and silver mounted handle. Good condition.

R 450.00

C54

.303 P1907 Bayonet
Sanderson manufacture. Well marked blade. Includes webbing frog. Good to good
plus condition.

R 650.00

C55

CZ Model 23 Long Bayonet For M98 Mauser Rifles
Blade of bright steel with fullers, length of 400mm, wooden scales held by two
screws. Produced various export customers. Very good plus condition.

R 650.00

C56

Nazi Naval Sword - No Scabbard
Fullered blade of 33,75", ribbed and engraved hilt with Nazi eagle over swastika to
languets. Some loss of finish to plating on blade, rest good original condition.

R 1450.00

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
Lot #

Lot Description

D1

.45acp Gold Cup & .22lr Conversion Kit - Cased
Pistol has been satin hard chromed with blued sights, bolt stop, safety and mag
release. In standard configuration but for beaver tail that has been added. Pistol
marked "Colt's MKIV / Series 70 Gold Cup National Match". Includes Colt .22lr
conversion unit with factory adjustable sights to slide, magazine and slide stop
included with conversion unit. All in mint condition.

R 17500.00

D2

.357mag Colt Single Action Army Revolver - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual. Chequered hard rubber grips with Colt Logo
to them, blued 5,5" barrel to colour case hardened frame, serial number 50457SA
indicates 1969 manufacture. All in very good plus condition.

R 15000.00

D3

.357mag Ruger Blackhawk S/S Revolver - Cased
Stainless steel new model Blackhawk with 6,5" barrel and adjustable sights. In
plush velvet fitted wooden case. Condition as new.
.22lr/mag Ruger Single-Six Revolver - Cased
In wooden case with plush velvet fittings to it. All in stainless steel, includes spare
magnum cylinder and additional set of stag horn grips, 6,5" barrel with adjustable
sights. All in mint condition.

R 7500.00

D5

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 586 Bianchi Revolver
Revolver has heavy under-rib fitted to 6" barrel and Tasco Pro-Class P1x22 scope
fitted. Accessories include 7 x HKS speed loaders, Safariland loading tray with
provision for 14 x speed loaders, two pouch leather speed loader carrier, spare
Hogue rubber grips and Safariland Bianchi type leather holster. Also includes rear
sight, Allison multiple cleaning kit, Safariland comp kit and pistol box. All in excellent
condition.

R 7500.00

D6

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 60 Revolver - Boxed
The classic snubby in stainless steel. In very good condition with original chequered
S&W grips and in original box with unused cleaning kit and instructions. Cylinder
latch screw missing but functional and stamped with apartheid era WR number.

R 3500.00

D7

.380 Star Model S Pistol - Cased
Colt type look alike. Pistol is in excellent original condition, 4" barrel. Includes spare
magazine and instruction manual.

R 2250.00

D8

6,35mm Star "Starlet" Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with instruction manual. Pistol shows some wear of finish on
high spots. Good overall.

R 1250.00

D4

Estimate
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R 5500.00

D9

.357mag Astra 6" Blue Revolver - Boxed
Boxed with instruction manual. Adjustable sights, factory chequered wooded grips.
Revolver is in as new condition. Complete with original invoice dated 1980 and
instruction manual.

R 2250.00

D10

.357mag Astra 4" Blue Revolver - Boxed
Adjustable sights, factory chequered wooden grips. Condition as new.

R 2250.00

D11

9mmk Smith & Beecham Pistol - Boxed
South African designed polymer framed double action hand gun with 3" barrel.
Scarce and seldom encountered. Pistol is as new from dealer stock and in
manufacturers box.

R 2250.00

D12

9mmP Intratec Pistol - Cased
Light weight compact 9mm with 3" barrel. Missing magazine. In box with instruction
manual. As new condition.

R 1950.00

D13

.22mag NAA Revolver - Boxed
Revolver in as new condition with lock, pistol caddy, holster and instruction manual,
30mm barrel, wooden grips.

R 3250.00

D14

7,63mm Astra Mod 900 Engraved Pistol - Cased
Full gold damascene engraving to pistol with an Arabic theme. Most gold
damascened were made either for presentation to heads of state or for exhibition at
various world fairs or trade shows. Leonardo Antaris's book on the Astra pistols
records 10 x gold damascened examples so they are fairly scarce. Serial number
3565 signifies an early production example, which has pearlite grips, shoulder stock
with matching number and is housed in a leather case. Barrel length of 139mm, five
round magazine capacity and fire-blued extractor. The Astra 900 was built to tap
into the Chinese market and was widely regarded as being a superior pistol to the
"Broomhandle Mauser". Patented in 1928 and produced until 1944. The gold
damascene engraving is in the typical house style and the pistol can be regarded as
being in excellent overall condition with repaired chip to the pearlite grip. Includes
original licenses issued January 1946 and one can but assume that pistol was
brought back to SA as a "trophy.

R 75000.00

D15

357mag Dan Wesson Revolver - Cased
Fitted with 2-6X pistol scope, 6" ribbed barrel and chequered wooden one piece
factory grip with DWA logo to top of grips. Good plus condition.

R 7000.00

D16

.22lr. Astra Constable Sport Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's original box with spare magazine. The pistol has a 6" barrel with
integral slide extension and barrel weight fitted. Fully adjustable sights and
extended chequered wooden grips. In good plus original condition.

R 1950.00

D17

9mmp DWM 1913 P-08 Luger Service Pistol
Relatively scarce model prior to the introduction of the integral stock lug to the
backstrap. Includes black leather military holster, spare magazine and take down
tool. Matching throughout pistol. Some slight loss of finish to high spots. Overall
good to good plus original condition.

R 13500.00

D18

9mm Webley & Scott Mod 1922 Pistol
Left side of slide marked "Webley & Scott Ltd. London & Birmingham 9mm
Automatic Pistol". W&S winged bullet logo on left front of slide. Has U surrounding
Broad Arrow stamped on right indicating Union Defence Force ownership. The
principal country to adopt this model was the Union of South Africa and an order
was placed for 1000 pistols in 1925. Production ceased in 1930 after a total of 1893
were produced. Very scarce, good plus condition.

R 13500.00

D19

.450 Webley R.I.C. No. 1 Revolver - Pre 1898
In original pattern military flap holster. Ovoid form 4,5" barrel, chequered wooden
grips with lanyard ring to bottom of grips. Approx 50% original bright blue remaining
to revolver and good overall condition.
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R 5500.00

D20

.450 Tranter Army Revolver - Pre 1898
Octagonal 6" barrel, chequered wooden grips. revolver has a number of interesting
ownership marks to it including Cape Government, Cape Mounted Rifles, Cape
Police and Union Defence Force. Revolver is missing the ejector rod and housing
but this could be replaced. Expected wear to finish. Good working order.

R 4500.00

D21

.32 Tranters Patent Revolver - Pre 1898
Top strap marked to "J Blanch & Son 29 Gracechurch Str London". WR number
applied to side of 3" octagonal barrel, spring added to trigger mechanism. Fair
overall condition.
.320 Webley No 2 Revolver
Double action revolver with chequered wooden grips and 2 1/4" barrel, top strap
marked "P. Webley & Son Birmingham sold by J F King". Obsolete calibre in
UK. Mechanism intermittently faulty, cylinder does not always advance. Fair to good
condition.

R 1250.00

D23

.476 Webley No 4 Pryse Type Revolver
With unique Pryse type locking system which required engagement of two lugs on
the sides of the revolver. Octagonal form barrel of 5,5", chequered wooden grips
with lanyard ring to bottom of frame, high gloss original finish, with scattered light
blemishes through the finish. Overall good original condition.

R 6500.00

D24

.455 Webley Mk 1 Revolver
British War Department acceptance/inspection stamps to it, small chips to bottom
of both grips. Rack number 21 to sides of frame. Good to good plus condition.

R 5500.00

D25

.455 Webley Mk 3 Service Revolver
Commercially produced variant, appears to have been bought by Natal Government
for the Durban Light Infantry use. Frame marked "V 1180 D.L.I 7". Some fading to
finish but good overall.

R 5500.00

D26

.455 Webley Mk 3 Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Commercially produced variant with 4" barrel marked "P Webley & Son London &
Birmingham". Serial number 3728. Some loss of finish in places, trigger
mechanism needs some attention otherwise good.
.455 Webley Mk 4 Service Revolver
"CAS" marking to back strap. Original finish with surface freckling and intact grips.
Full working condition with excellent bore.

R 5500.00

D28

.455 Webley Mk 4 Service Revolver
With British broad arrow ownership markings, NP markings signifying Natal Police
and UDF ownership markings to back strap. Good plus original condition. Small
chip to bottom of left hand grip.

R 3500.00

D29

.455 Webley Mk 4 Service Revolver
Contract revolver purchased for S.A. Constabulary 1906. Marked "C.A. S.A.C 06".
Interestingly, the revolver also has British military acceptance and disposal stamps
to it which is unusual for a contract purchase item. Good original overall.

R 5000.00

D30

.455 Webley Mk 4 6" Service Revolver
Relatively scarce variant of the Mk4 which is not often encountered in a 6" format.
Private purchase item. Good to good plus original condition.

R 5000.00

D31

.455 Webley Mk 6 Service Revolver
Dated 1917. Various military acceptance & disposal stamps. Some light pitting to
lhs of exterior of barrel otherwise good condition.

R 2750.00

D32

.455 Webley Mk 6 Service Revolver
Dated 1915. Various military acceptance & disposal stamps. Good original overall
condition.

R 2500.00

D22

D27
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R 2250.00

R 4500.00

D33

.38 Webley Mk 3 3" Revolver
Ex Standard Bank South Africa. Some very light pitting to rh side of frame below
hammer. General loss of finish, good working order.

R 3250.00

D34

.38 Webley Mk 3 4" Revolver
Small framed variant, frame shows some holster carry wear. Overall good original
condition.

R 3500.00

D35

.32 Webley Mk 4 Small Frame Revolver
Factory blued finish to 3" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips, hammer block safety
to frame. Good to good plus condition.

R 1150.00

D36

.38 Webley Mk 4 Small Frame Revolver
Factory blued finish to 3" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Some light traces of
pitting to finish on cylinder rest good to good plus original condition.

R 1150.00

D37

.38 Webley Mk 4 Service Revolver
"War Finish" to 5" barrel. Windage adjustable sights. British military
acceptance/inspection stamps. Some fading to finish, otherwise good overall.
.38 Webley "SAP" Mk 4 Revolver
Factory blue finish to 5" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Over all good original
condition.
7,65mm Webley Model 1908 S/Auto Pistol
Chequered hard rubber grips, 152mm barrel, eight round magazine, two small chips
to right hand grip. High percentage original finish to pistol. Good plus condition but
for chipped grip.

R 1500.00

D40

.38 Enfield No. 2 MK 1* Revolver
Manufactured Enfield 1941, double action only model designed for tank and
armoured crew, ribbed wooden grips. Good original condition.

R 1500.00

D41

.38 Enfield No 2 Mk 1* Revolver
Manufactured Enfield Lock Armoury, ribbed hard rubber grips and 5" barrel. Model
produced without hammer spur for use by tank crew and the like. FTR 1953. Good
original condition.
6,35mm CZ Model Z Pistol
2" Barrel, five round magazine, manufactured 1961. Good plus original condition.

R 1500.00

D43

6,35mm Ortgies Pistol
Pre-war pistol, slide marked "Ortgies Patent D.W.A.E". Smooth wooden grips with
factory logo on both sides. Slight holster wear to muzzle. Good to good plus original
finish.

R 1500.00

D44

6,35mm MAB Modele "A" Pistol
"Mab" markings to grips, "Mab Modele A" markings to slide, 5 round magazine,
53mm barrel. Good original condition.

R 750.00

D45

6,35mm Astra Pistol
Barrel length of 55mm, grip safety to action. Six round magazine. Good plus original
condition.

R 750.00

D46

6,35mm Tanfoglio GT27 Pistol
Stainless type finish, 2,75" barrel, six shot magazine. Chequered wood grips. Very
good plus condition.

R 950.00

D47

6,35mm Walther Mod 9 Pistol
Pre-war pocket pistol with 2" barrel and chequered hard rubber grips.
Manufactured in Zella-Mehlis. This plant was closed at the end of WW2. A slight
blemish to rh side of slide. Overall good original condition.

R 1750.00

D48

.22lr Walther Pistol
German made, brown chequered factory grips, 3 1/4" barrel. Some blemishes to
finish on slide. Overall good condition.

R 2950.00

D38

D39

D42
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R 1500.00

R 1750.00

R 1850.00

D49

7,65mm Walther PPK Pistol
German made, black grips and short magazine with 3,25" barrel. Almost no holster
wear and in very good condition.

R 2500.00

D50

9mmk Walther PPK Pistol
German made, black grips and seven shot magazine, 3.25" barrel. Very good plus
condition.

R 3250.00

D51

.22s H&R "Young American" Revolver
Revolver is unusual in that it carries a UDF ownership stamp. 2" Octagonal barrel.
chequered hard rubber grip. Good overall condition.

R 850.00

D52

.22s H&R "Young American" Revolver
2" Octagonal barrel, chequered hard rubber grips, nickelled finish. Excellent original
condition.

R 950.00

D53

.22s H&R "Premier" Revolver
Top break with ribbed 3" barrel and exposed hammer, chequered hard rubber grips.
Much original finish. Good to good plus condition.
.22s Iver Johnson Revolver
Top break action with ribbed 3" barrel. Hammerless with chequered hard rubber
grips. Some holster wear to muzzle. Overall good original condition.

R 950.00

D55

.22lr Iver Johnson Sealed 8 Revolver
Blued 2,5" barrel, 8 shot cylinder, wooden grips. Good to good plus condition.

R 950.00

D56

.22lr Squires Bingham "Commanche" Revolver
Heavy framed 6 shot revolver with 3" barrel and chequered wooden grips, revolver
is patterned on the Colt Cobra. Good original condition.

R 750.00

D57

.22lr Taurus 4" Revolver
Blued 4" six shot revolver with chequered wooden grips. Very good plus condition.

R 1250.00

D58

.22lr H & R Sportsman Revolver
Nine shot double action revolver with 6" barrel, windage adjustable rear sight and
chequered wooden grips. Some loss of finish to cylinder and rear of frame. Overall
good condition.

R 1450.00

D59

.22lr Astra 6" Cadix Revolver
Adjustable sights to ribbed barrel, nine shot cylinder, chequered wooden grips.
Good plus original condition.

R 1250.00

D60

.22lr Taurus 6" Revolver
Heavy profile ribbed barrel with adjustable sights colour case hardened hammer
and trigger, revolver is fitted with a chequered set of what appears to be ivory grips.
Extremely good condition.

R 1950.00

D61

.22lr Llama 6" Revolver
Heavy ribbed target barrel with adjustable sights, chequered wooden grips. Good to
good plus original condition.
.22lr Sauer & Sohn "Western Six Shooter" Revolver
Single action revolver with 5,5" barrel. Six shot cylinder and wooden grips. Good
original condition.
.22lr Hi-Standard "Double-Nine" Revolver
Colt single action type look alike with 5,5" barrel, nine shot cylinder. Some holster
wear to barrel and side of action otherwise good original condition.

R 950.00

D54

D62

D63

D64

D65

.22lr Rohm Model 63 Revolver
Colt single action type look alike with nine shot cylinder and double action
mechanism, 5" barrel. Good condition.
9mmk Star SS Pistol
Single action, single stack steel pistol with 4" barrel. Plastic grips with thumb swell.
Overall loss of finish but no pitting. Good Mechanical condition.
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R 950.00

R 1500.00

R 1450.00

R 950.00

R 1000.00

D66

7,65mm Dreyse M1907 S/Auto Pistol
Distinctive action with forward cocking grooves to the slide and tip-up action, 85mm
barrel, lanyard ring to bottom of frame. Some scattered light pit marks to frame and
slide. These pistols saw both Police and military use. Overall fair to good condition.

R 2250.00

D67

9mmk Beretta Model 1934 Service Pistol
Manufactured 1941, much original finish. Good plus original condition but for fitting
of replacement safety catch.

R 3250.00

D68

6,35 FN "Baby" Browning Pistols x2
"FN" and "Baby" markings to grips, 6 round magazine, 52mm barrel. Some
tarnishing to finish on one of the pistols. Over all good original condition.

R 2000.00

D69

6,35mm Baby Browning Pistol
"FN" and "Baby" markings to grips, six round magazine 52mm barrel. Good
original condition.

R 1250.00

D70

6.35mm "Baby Browning" Pistol
"FN" and "Baby" markings to grips, six round magazine, 52mm barrel. Good to
good plus original condition.

R 1450.00

D71

6,35mm FN "Baby" Browning Pistol
"FN" and "Baby" markings to the grips. Serial number 67000. Very nice condition
with minor scuffing to sharp edges.

R 1100.00

D72

.22lr FN- Browning Model Challenger Pistol
Adjustable sights and 4,5" barrel, chequered plastic grips with Browning logo to
them. Good original condition.

R 2750.00

D73

9mmp FN-Browning Hi Power Pistol
Two tone finish with satin nickel finish to frame and blued finish to slide.
Commercial manufacture 1976. Pachmayr grips fitted, blueing worn on slide
otherwise good overall.

R 3950.00

D74

9mmp Browning Hi-Power Pistol
Early example with internal extractor, satin nickel finish. Pachmayr grips, ring
hammer. Good condition.
9mmp FN-Browning Hi-Power Pistol
Pachmayr grips. Very good plus condition.

R 4500.00

D76

9mm FN Hi-Power Pistol
Commercial model manufactured 1976. Very good original condition.

R 4500.00

D77

9mmp FN-Browning HP Pistol
Pistol has been combat customised with Pachmayr grips, extended slide release
and extended safety. Combination of shiny and matt hard chrome finish. Hard
rubber shoe fitted to magazine. Excellent condition.

R 5500.00

D78

.32 H&R "Premier" Revolver
Ribbed 2" barrel, top break action, chequered hard rubber grips, nickel finish. Model
made without hammer spur. Good plus condition.

R 850.00

D79

.32 H&R Revolver
Nickelled finish to ribbed 3" barrel, top break action, grips appear to be made of a
warthog tusk. Good plus condition.

R 850.00

D80

.32 H&R "Premier" Revolver
Top break action, 3" barrel, nickel factory finish, chequered hard rubber grips. Good
original condition.

R 850.00

D81

.38 Iver Johnson Revolver
Nickelled finish to 3.5" barrel, top break action, chequered hard rubber grips. Good
original condition.

R 850.00

D75
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R 5000.00

D82

.32long Ruby Revolver
Blued finish to 4" barrel, chequered wooden grips, colour case hardened hammer
and trigger. Good to good plus original condition.

R 750.00

D83

6,35mm PAF Junior Pistol
Made in Pretoria by Pretoria Arms Factory with a barrel length of 2,2". PAF logo to
grips and slide, includes original box which has now fallen apart and instruction
manual. Finish worn on slide of pistol.

R 1250.00

D84

.380 Smith & Beecham Pistol
South African designed, polymer framed, double action hand gun with 3" barrel.
Scarce and seldom encountered. Good to good plus original condition.

R 2950.00

D85

9mmp Varan PMX90 Pistol
Early SA designed & built combat, polymer & steel framed pistol with 15-rd.
magazine capacity, long safety and extended magazine release. The pistol was one
of the pioneering early combat models. Good condition.

R 4500.00

D86

.357mag Lynx Revolver
SA designed & built revolver with 6" ventilated rib barrel and hooked trigger-guard.
Stainless type finish with wooden grips. The Lynx was designed to have
interchangeable barrels of different lengths and was also offered with a choice of
rubber or wooden grips. Foresight blade missing, rest good original condition.

R 3500.00

D87

.38s&w Llama Praramount 1000 4" Revolver
Issued to Railways Police, purchased from Paramount Arms who were located at
Park Station Johannesburg for many years. Adjustable sights to ribbed barrel,
chequered wood grips. "S.P" markings to frame indicate "Spoorweg Polisie"
issue. Some loss of finish to barrel from holster wear. Good to good plus overall
condition.

R 1750.00

D88

9mmp Star Mod B Pistol
Barrel of 5", blue finish, in excellent condition and with spare magazine. As used by
SADF officers, armoured crew etc.
9mmP Luger P08 Pistol
DWM manufacture, RSA number to side of frame. Chequered after-market grips.
Pistol has been professionally rust-blued. Good plus refinished condition.

R 2500.00

D90

9mmp P08 Luger WW2 Pistol
Made at Mauserwerke Oberdorf 1942. Includes issue holster marked "Otto Sindel
Berlin 1942" and spare magazine. Matching numbers throughout pistol. Includes
correct pattern black plastic chequered grips. Slight holster wear to high spots on
pistol. Good to good plus original condition.

R 9750.00

D91

.22lr Ruger Mk 2 Target Pistol
Includes spare magazine. Adjustable sights to 7,25" target profile barrel. which has
also had the muzzle threaded for a silencer. Black chequered Pachmayr grips.
Excellent condition.

R 3500.00

D92

.22lr/mag Ruger Single Six Revolver
Includes spare magnum cylinder, 6,5" barrel. Excellent original condition.
.357mag Ruger Security-Six Revolver
Adjustable sights, 4" barrel, chequered wooden factory grips. Excellent condition.

R 3950.00

D89

D93

D94
D95

D96

No Item
.40s&w Ruger P94 Pistol
Barrel length of 4,25" and magazine capacity of eleven rounds, introduced in 1994,
double action pistol with plastic grip inserts, decocking facility to hammer/safety.
Pistol is in excellent condition.
.38 S&W "Victory" Model Revolver
Smooth wooden grips, parkerised finish, 5" barrel. Good to good plus original
condition.
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R 6500.00

R 3500.00

R 7500.00

R 1650.00

D97

.38 Smith & Wesson "Victory" Model Revolver
Serial number V750111. Parkerised war-time finish, frame stamped "SAP". The 5"
(128mm) barrel, good bore. 6 shot cylinder. Plain walnut grips. Good original.

R 1500.00

D98

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 28-2 Revolver
Satin blued 6" barrel with adjustable sights and fitted with Pachmayr grips, 95%
original finish. In excellent working condition.

R 4500.00

D99

.455 S&W 2nd Mod Hand Ejector Revolver
Includes cut down military holster, British purchase WW1, British military
acceptance/inspection marks to frame. Chequered grips with S&W logo. Some
scattered blemishing to finish but overall good original condition.

R 2950.00

D100

.22mag NAA Revolver
In NAA pouch, stainless steel with 30mm barrel and wooden grips. Mint condition.

R 2950.00

D101

7,65mm Mauser Mod 1914 Pistol
In original military issue type leather with spare magazine included. Heel magazine
release, 3,5" barrel. Wrap around walnut grips. Popular with Nazi officials.
Manufactured 1914 to 1934. Some faint pit marks to side of slide, rest good original
condition.

R 3650.00

D102

7,63 Mauser Broomhandle Pistol
Serial no: 357771 indicates 1904 manufacture. New safety model, matching
numbers through out, some fading to finish, missing shoulder stock. Fair bore. Fair
to good overall.

R 6500.00

D103

.22 Tanfoglio & .22 Bernadelli Pistol
Tanfoglio .22long with 3" barrel, good condition. Bernadelli "Baby" in .22long with 2"
barrel and five shot magazine. Excellent condition.

D104

.22lr Beretta Model 70 Pistol
Manufactured 1959, 5,75" barrel, WR number applied to side of frame. Good
original condition but for some holster wear to sides of slide.

R 1500.00

D105

.22r MAB Mod Modele "F" Target
Round 6 3/4" (172mm) barrel, thumb rest to grip. Ten round magazine. Good plus
original condition.
.22lr Astra Mod 7000 Pistol
Pocket pistol with 60mm barrel and chequered wooden grips. Some light holster
wear to muzzle, overall good original condition.

R 1750.00

D107

.22lr Astra Constable Sport Pistol
6" Barrel with counter weight fitted, black chequered plastic thumb rest type grips,
adjustable sights. Good original condition.

R 1500.00

D108

.22lr Bernadelli Mod 60 Target Pistol
Ten shot magazine, 8" barrel with threaded muzzle for muzzle weight or silencer.
Rear sight adjustable for windage and elevation. Good plus original condition.

R 1450.00

D109

.22lr Drulov Mod 73 Target Pistol
Czechoslovakian made single shot target pistol with adjustable sights and 10"
barrel. Wooden thumb rest grips and set trigger. Very good original condition.

R 1250.00

D110

.38 Colt Lightning Revolver
Revolver is in the form of a Mk1 variant of the Lightning without ejector. It carries no
markings what so ever. Serial number 14180 has been forwarded to the Colt
Historian who believes that it may well be an original Colt given the serial number
and type used. If so it is of 1879 manufacturer. Barrel length 3,5", chequered hard
rubber grips, holster wear, loss of finish to barrel. Serial Number 14180, Jan Smuts
number has been added to the barrel. Fair to good overall condition.

R 2500.00

D106
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R 500.00

R 1400.00

D111

.38 Colt Lightning Ejector Model Revolver
Includes ejector rod and chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them, 4,5"
barrel is marked Colt DA 38 with Colts address to the top of the barrel and patent
dates to the frame. Serial number 140365 indicates 1903 manufacture. Revolver
shows some light loss of finish and fair size chip off the lh side grip. Fair to good
original condition.

R 1750.00

D112

.32 Colt DA Revolver
Serial number 8124, Colt logo to grip, frame and Colt markings to barrel, back strap
of grip marked to "T F Baker 88 Fleet Street London". Considerable wear to
original nickelled finish. Fair to good original condition.

R 2500.00

D113

.32 Colt Police Positive Revolver
Blue 4" model with chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them. Serial
number 85095 indicates1911 manufacture. Top strap marked to "Walter Locke &
Co. Ltd. Calcutta & London". Very good to good plus original condition.

R 3250.00

D114

.32 Colt Police Pocket Positive Revolver
Includes original flap type leather holster, serial number 131567 indicates 1916
manufacture, "Jan Smuts" number to barrel. Very high percentage original finish to
revolver, chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to both sides, two small chips
to bottom of grips. Good plus original condition.

R 3950.00

D115

.38spl Colt Diamond Back Revolver
Ribbed 2,5" barrel with adjustable sights, chequered wooden grips, includes a spare
pair of Pachmayr grips. Serial No D37414 indicates 1969 manufacture. Some
holster wear to finish otherwise good original condition.

R 4950.00

D116

.357mag Colt Python 6" Blue Revolver
Ribbed 6" barrel with adjustable sights. Chequered wooden factory grips carrying
Colt rampant horse logo. Gun is sanctions era import and carries a WR number.
"As new" condition.

R 16500.00

D117

.357mag Colt Python 4" Revolver
Stainless steel variant with black rubber Colt factory grips and adjustable sights.
Mint condition. One of the most desirable Colt revolvers.

R 22500.00

D118

.32acp Colt 1903 Pistol
Serial no. 45064 indicates 1922 manufacture. Barrel length of 4". Matt blue finish to
metalwork. Chequered hard rubber grips. "CH" lettering added to serial number.
Good working order.

D119

9mmp Colt Mk4 Series 70 Gov Model Pistol
Particularly scarce in 9mm Luger calibre, serial number 70L08959 indicates 1977
manufacture. Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them, Very good plus to
excellent original condition.

R 16500.00

D120

.45 Colt National Match Pistol
Serial number C185461. Pistol fitted with trigger shoe and King adjustable sights,
Pachmayr grips. Pistol has a satin hard chrome finish to it and includes two spare
magazines. In leather pistol caddy. Good to good plus condition.

R 6500.00

D121

7,65mm Beretta Mod 70 Pistol
Single action, single stack pistol with 3,5" barrel. Good original condition with minor
loss of finish to high spots.

R 1250.00

D122

9mmk Beretta Model 84 Pistol
Double action, double stack pistol with 3,7" barrel. Minor loss of finish to lhs of slide.
Good mechanical condition.

R 2250.00

D123

9mmk Beretta Model 84 Pistol
Double action pistol with 4" barrel and 13 round magazine. Very good plus to
excellent original condition.

R 2950.00

D124

No Item
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R 3500.00

D125

9mmp "Micro-Uzi" Pistol by IMI
Made by Israeli Military Industries. Ultra-compact variant of the Uzi with 4,75" barrel
and 20 round magazine. Includes 2 x spare 35 round magazines and one x 25round
magazine. Instruction manual included with pistol. Excellent condition.

D126

.22hornet Anschutz "Exemplar" Pistol
Magazine fed action with left handed bolt action designed for easy of firing when
firing from the right hand, 10" barrel. Pistol is fitted with 1,25-4X Tasco hand gun
scope, pistol also has a quick detachable bipod to it for range use. Mint condition,
excellent bore.

R 8500.00

D127

12ga Protecta Shotgun
SA designed & manufactured combat shotgun with folding stock, 12 round drum
magazine, and 14,5" barrel. Twist grip action. Good plus to excellent condition.

R 3500.00

D128

12ga Protecta Shotgun
SA designed & manufactured combat shotgun with folding stock, 12 round drum
magazine, and 14,5" barrel. Twist grip action. Good to good plus condition.

R 3250.00

D129

9mmp Sanna 77 HMC
Originally designed and built in Rhodesia as the GM15/16, based on the Czech VZ.
Production moved down to SA and it was then marketed as the Sanna 77. Tapered
35 rd magazine and firing from an open bolt the South African variant had a
polymer/plastic folding stock which was not as strong as the Rhodesian built alloy
variant. Carbine is in manufacturer's box with spare magazines. Replacement
aluminium stock has been fitted.

R 3500.00

D130

.410 Serena Shot Pistol
Single shot "Snake" pistol with detachable skeleton shoulder stock. Good original
condition.
9mmp Sten MK 3 Gun
Tubular steel butt. Action modified for semi-auto fire only. Good original condition.

D131

R 11500.00

R 850.00

R 7500.00

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
Lot # Lot Description
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

E7
E8
E9

Estimate

.22lr Beretta Pistols x 2
Blued finish, 3,5" barrel. Eight shot magazine. Both in good used condition.
.22lr Beretta Pistols x 2
Blued finish, 3,5" barrel. Eight shot magazine. Both in good used condition.
.22lr. Beretta Pistols x 2
Blued finish, 3,5" barrel. Eight shot magazine. Both in good used condition.
.22lr Beretta Pistols x 2
Blued finish, 3,5" barrel. Eight shot magazine. Both in good used condition.
.22lr Beretta Mod 70 Pistol x 2
Blued finish, 3,5" barrel. Eight shot magazine. Both in good used condition.
.22lr Beretta M70 Pistols X 2
Single action, single stack pistols with 53,5" barrels. Missing magazines. Loss of
finish to slide of one pistol and some pitting to slide of 2nd pistol. Good mechanical
condition.
.22lr Beretta Mod 70 Pistols x 2
Blued finish, 3,5" barrel. Eight shot magazine. Both in good used condition.
.22lr Beretta Pistols x 2
Blued finish, 3,5" barrel. Eight shot magazine. Both in good used condition.
6,35 Star "Starlite" Pistol
Barrel of 55mm, five shot magazine, finger extension to mag. Good plus condition.
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R 2000.00
R 2000.00
R 2000.00
R 2000.00
R 2000.00
R 1800.00

R 2000.00
R 2000.00
R 750.00

E10

.22lr Llama Pistol & 7,65mm CZ 70 Pistol
Llama is miniature version of the 1911. All steel construction, 3,5"barrel with
ventilated rib to the slide. Polished blue finish and in very good condition. CZ is
double action 3,7" barrel with 7rd magazine. Good bore and good overall original
condition.

R 1750.00

E11

7,65mm CZ Model 70 Pistol
Good plus original condition but for missing magazine.
7,65mm CZ Mod 50 Pistol
Satin hard chrome finish. Very good condition
.32acp Davis Model P-32 Pistol
Nickel finish 3" barrel, wooden grips. SABS proofed. Excellent condition.
9mmk CZ Mod 83 Pistol
Double action, high capacity magazine. Very good plus condition.
9mmk Llama Pistol
Copy of 1911 Colt with locked breech. Thumb rest to grip, 3,6" barrel ,grip safety.
Good plus original condition.

R 950.00

E12
E13
E14
E15

R 1500.00
R 1250.00
R 1950.00
R 1350.00

E16

9mmp Star Firestar M43 Pistol
Compact locked breach, 9mm pistol with 3,4" barrel, 7rd magazine, rubber grips
and ambidextrous safeties. Satin black finish with handling marks to sharp edges.
In excellent mechanical condition.

R 2500.00

E17

9mmp Tara Semi-Auto Pistol
Brand new ex-dealer stock. Complete with spare magazine and adjustable grip
insert. Polymer frame with tactical under-rail, D/A trigger mechanism, seventeen
round magazine. Built in Moldovia.

R 5500.00

E18

9mmp Tara Semi-Auto Pistol
Brand new ex-dealer stock. Complete with spare magazine and adjustable grip
insert. Polymer frame with tactical under-rail, D/A trigger mechanism, seventeen
round magazine. Built in Moldovia.

R 5500.00

E19

9mmp Glock M26 - Boxed
New ex-dealer stock. In factory box with spare magazine and instruction manual.
Compact model with 10rd. magazine capacity and 3.42" barrel.

R 8500.00

E20

9mmp Glock M26 Pistol
New ex-dealer stock. In factory box with spare magazine and instruction manual.
Sub-compact model with 10rd magazine capacity and 3.42" barrel.

R 8500.00

E21

.40 S&W Glock M23 - Boxed
New ex-dealer stock. Complete with instruction manual and spare magazine.
Compact model with 13 round magazine capacity and 4.01" barrel length.

R 8500.00

E22

.45acp Taurus Millennium Pistol
Compact PT145 double action with 3,35" barrel and 10rd magazine. Slide shows
holster wear, been carried a lot and shot little. In very good mechanical condition

R 2750.00

E23

.45acp 1911A1 Custom Pistol
Two tone finish to gun with blued slide and beaver tail, hard chrome finish to frame.
Pistol has had all of the necessary combat mods done to it including the following:
combat sights, skeleton hammer, combat beaver tail, chequered front and back
straps, target trigger and extension to magazine. Excellent original condition.

R 7500.00

E24

9mmp Bul M-5 Pistol
Unusual to encounter the Bull M-5 in a 9mm configuration. Barrel length of 5", high
rise combat sights, cocking grooves to front and rear of slide, skeleton hammer,
beaver tail grip safety, light weight trigger, brass jet funnel for ease of loading. Pistol
includes three extra magazines plus mag shoes. All in very good condition.

R 6500.00
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E25

.38spl Rossi Mod 88 Revolver
All stainless, 2" barrel, 5 shot revolver with rubber grips. In very good condition and
has had minimal use.

E26

.38spl Taurus Model 85 2" Blued Revolver
Small frame five shot. Excellent condition.
.32long Taurus 82 Revolver
Barrel of 4,3", 6 shot revolver with wooden grips. Very good original condition.
.38spl Taurus Mod 85 2" Snubby Revolvers x 2
One with satin nickel finish and rubber Pachmayr grips. Second one with blued
finish and rubber Pachmayr grips. Both excellent condition.
.38spl Rossi Model 68 Revolvers x 2
Blue steel, 2" barrel, rubber grips. In good plus overall condition.
.38spl Taurus Revolvers x 2
Large frame six shot models, one with 4" and other with 2" barrel. Both good
condition.
.38spl Llama 6" Blued Revolver
Ribbed barrel with adjustable sights. Very good plus condition.
.357mag Taurus 4" Blued Revolver
Adjustable sights, rubber grips. Good to good plus condition.
.45 Colt Sauer "Western" Single Action Revolver.
Blued finish to 6" barrel. Smooth wooden grips. Good to good plus condition.

E27
E28

E29
E30

E31
E32
E33

R 500.00

R 1500.00
R 500.00
R 3000.00

R 2500.00
R 1250.00

R 1500.00
R 1950.00
R 3500.00

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
Lot #

Lot Description

F1

.22lr BSA Sportsman-Five Rifle
Sporting bolt-action rifle 25" barrel and five round magazine. BSA logo to butt.
Particularly good original condition.

R 2750.00

F2

.22 BSA Sportsman Fifteen Rifle
Sporting bolt-action rifle 25" barrel and fifteen round magazine. BSA logo to butt.
Good original condition.

R 2750.00

F3

.22lr BSA Pump-Action Rifle
Good-Fair overall original condition. Approx 60% original finish. Barrel & action is
one.
.22 BSA WD Training Rifle
With 3/4 length stock, 24" barrel, and military tangent type rear sights, some loss of
finish to metal work otherwise all good original condition.
.22lr Brno Mod 1 Rifle
Manufactured 1951, 23" barrel with open sights, classic profile stock. Very good
plus condition.

R 1250.00

.22lr Remington Nylon 66 Rifle
Semi-automatic with 19,25" barrel, open sights with grooved receiver for scope
mounting. Good overall condition.
.22lr Remington Mod 4 Rolling Block Rifle
Quintessential "boys rifle". Tapered octagonal barrel, excellent bore. Expertly
renovated, re-blued. American walnut stock and forearm refinished and chequered
18 LPI. Period 2.5x Weaver scope, some light surface rust. Excellent condition.

R 3950.00

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8
F9

Estimate

.22lr Remington Field Master Pump Action Rifle
Model 121, Fieldmaster. Overall fair condition. WR no. applied to lhs of action.
.22lr Remington Fieldmaster M572 Rifle
Fitted with Weaver B4 telescope, 15 round tubular magazine, 23.5" barrel.
Particularly good original condition.
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R 1500.00

R 2500.00

R 2850.00

R 950.00
R 1950.00

F10

.22lr Remington Speedmaster Mod241 Semi-Auto Rifle
Based on Browning's patent take down semi-auto. The 241 has a 23,5" barrel with
open sights and a tubular magazine in the butt. Good plus condition.

R 1950.00

F11

.22lr Voere AM180 Semi-Auto Rifle
Ribbed 17" barrel, 177rd. drum magazine. Detachable buttstock. Includes spare
magazine. Replacement mag release catch. Good plus condition.

R 8500.00

F12

.22lr Unique Semi-Auto Rifle
Push rod at forearm tip for loading, 5 and 10 shot box magazines, 60cm (23,5")
barrel with muzzle threaded for a silencer, bore good. Ramp front sight, tangent
rear. Plain forearm and butt. LOP 13 7/8" to the black polymer butt plate with a
white line spacer. Receiver grooved for scope bases. Take-down model. Excellent
condition.

R 2500.00

F13

.22lr Unique Combo Rifle/Pistol
Take-down semi-auto rifle utilising pistol action with 18" rifle barrel & extended
magazine. Oryx 4x32 scope fitted. Very good condition.

R 2500.00

F14

.22lr Ruger 10/22 Semi-Auto Rifle
Fitted with 4x32 Bushnell Sportview scope, 18,5" barrel, ten round rotary magazine.
All in mint condition.

R 6500.00

F15

.22lr Gevarm Semi-Auto Rifle
Fitted with 4x32 Bisley Delux scope, 21,75" barrel, ten round magazine. All in very
good condition.

R 1850.00

F16

.22lr Fn-Browning S/Auto Rifle
Take down rifle with 19" barrel and tubular magazine within butt, open sights fitted.
Good refurbished condition.

R 2500.00

F17

.22lr Walther Full-Stock Sporting Rifle
Bolt-action. Full stock to 20,5" barrel, open sights plus 4x32 Nikko Sterling scope
fitted. Rifle manufactured in 1966, five round box magazine, four panel chequering
and cheek piece to stock. Rifle is in mint condition.

R 6500.00

F18

.22lr Voere Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
Fitted with Lynx Professional Series 4-16x42 rifle scope, 21,5" barrel, four panel
chequering and cheek piece to butt. All in mint condition.

R 4500.00

F19

.22lr Winchester Mod 77 Rifle
Open sights to 22" barrel, ten shot magazine, serial number 129195, rifles
introduced in 1955, discontinued in 1963. Good original condition.

R 2750.00

F20

.22lr Winchester Mod 74 Semi-Auto Rifle
Tubular magazine fitted to butt, open sights to 24" barrel, serial number 99808
indicates 1940 manufacture. Some wear to finish on rifle. Good working order.

R 1950.00

F21

.22wrf Winchester Mod 90 Rifle
S/N 779198, Manuf. post 1941. Pump-action take-down rifle. For the WRF cartridge
only. Standard 24" octagonal barrel, reasonable bore. Walnut stock with curved
metal butt-plate, LOP 12 3/4". Initials "P M P" carved into the small of the stock
which is of quite passable walnut. Good condition.

R 1650.00

F22

.22long Winchester Mod 1890 Rifle
Serial Number 657639, manufactured 1923. Standard 24" octagonal barrel. Finish
worn off the receiver. Walnut stock has some nice figure and is in good shape.
Good condition.
.22lr Winchester Mod 63 Semi-Auto Rifle
Serial Number 30728A, manufactured 1938. Semi-automatic, loads through the
butt. Cocking push rod at the front of the forearm. Replaced the Mod '03 when the
Auto ammo got scarce, though it is now available again. This one in good shape,
nice dark walnut stock, some loss of finish to bluing on barrel. A Weaver J 2.5
scope is fitted on a low mount. A desirable little .22 auto. Good to very good original
condition.

R 2250.00

F23
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R 4500.00

F24

.22lr Miroku Lever Action Rifle
Open sights to 20" barrel, tubular magazine, four panel chequering to superior
grade stock, engraving to action. Excellent original condition.

R 7500.00

F25

.300 Sherwood BSA Rifle
Bolt action rifle with integral magazine and 25" barrel carrying open sights and sling
swivel. Good original condition.

R 2500.00

F26

.300sherwood Westley Richards Martini Rook Rifle
Built on "Patent Detachable Action". Barrel length of 27,5" which has a hooded
foresight and a missing rear sight. Butt looks as if it could be a replacement. Silver
grey finish to metalwork. Good working order.

R 3750.00

F27

.303 Lee Metford MKII Rifle
Re-barrelled 1914 with a BSA manufactured Enfield rifled barrel. UDF plus British
Military acceptance stamps to receiver. "Crown VR Enfield 1894 II" markings to
butt socket, bayonet socket still has provision for mounting cleaning rod, front and
rear volley sights removed. Good to good plus original condition.

R 4500.00

F28

.303 Lee Enfield L.E 1 Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown VR Enfield 1898 L.E. 1". Includes front and rear volley
sights, Union Defence Force markings plus British Military acceptance/inspection
stamps to receiver. Good to good plus original condition.

R 4500.00

F29

.303 C.L.L.E. Service Rifle
RHS of butt socket marked "Crown VR Enfield 1897 LE1", LHS of butt socket
marked "Enfield 1909 CLLE 1*". Receiver ring has military/acceptance stamps
and is also UDF marked. Replacement BSA barrel. Post Boer War adjustable sight
upgrade, issue webbing sling fitted. Some wear to rifling otherwise good original
condition overall.

R 3500.00

F30

.303 "Long Lee" L.E.1 Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown V.R. Sparkbrook L.E.1". Some light pitting to
markings & date unclear. Rifle is complete with both front & rear volley sights & post
Boer War sight upgrade with windage adjustable rear sight. Original numbers have
been removed and replaced with WR numbers. Chip out of top handguard and light
overall pitting to magazine. Overall fair to good original condition.

R 3250.00

F31

.303 No I MK 1 S.M.L.E. Service Rifle
Very scarce variant of the SMLE, the Mk1 features a sliding charger guide fitted to
the bolt head while the LH guide is fixed to the receiver. The rear sight slide has
chequered bone knob inserts on each side. British military & UDF markings to
receiver. Rifle carries a BSA folding target peep sight with adjustable dioptre. Front
volley sight still in place. Good to good plus original condition.

R 12500.00

F32

.303 UDF Converted "Long Lee" Service Rifle
Conversion of Long Lee to S.M.L.E configuration WW2 by UDF involved rebarrelling rifle with new S.M.L.E barrel and fitting S.M.L.E. pattern wood work. Butt
socket marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1897 11". No charger guide was fitted to
these rifles. Good overall condition.

R 2950.00

F33

.303 Lee Enfield S.M.L.E. Mk 3 Rifle
Early production rifle dated 1909. Complete with provision for front and rear volley
sights which have since been removed, receiver ring marked "Crown ER LSA Co
LD 1909 ShTLE 3". Rifle has had a re-enforcing pin added to the stock ahead of
the magazine and there is also a replacement tensioning spring fitted to the safety.
Rest good original overall.

R 2750.00

F34

.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk 3 Service Rifle
A rifle rebuilt in 1944. Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. 1944 SHt. L.E 111*". Good
original condition.

R 3750.00
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F35

.303 No.4 Mk 1* Service Rifle
Manufactured Long Branch 1942, UDF ownership stamps to receiver, includes
webbing sling. Good plus original condition.

R 3750.00

F36

.303 No.4 Mk 2 Target Service Rifle
Manufactured Royal Ordinance Factory Fazakely 1949. Fitted with Parker Hale
PH5C target peep sight with adjustable dioptre and target webbing canvas sling.
Very good original condition.

R 3750.00

F37

.303 No 4 Mk 1 Target Service Rifle
Manufactured Royal Ordinance Factory Fazakely 1949. Fitted with Parker Hale
PH5C adjustable dioptre rear sight. Good plus condition.

R 3750.00

F38

.303 Lee-Enfield No 4 Rifle
Manufactured ROF Maltby 1941. Includes Parker-Hale P 5C target peep sight with
adjustable dioptre. Good original condition.

R 3750.00

F39

.303 P-14 Enfield Service Rifle
ERA manufacture. Complete with leather sling. Good bore, good to good plus
overall.
7,62mm Ishapore Service Rifle
Indian military service rifle. The S.M.L.E. was converted to 7,62mm and the rifles
were built from EN grade steel when India had one of it's periodic clashes with
Pakistan and their SLR line was not yet functioning. Manufactured 1967, good
condition, good bore.

R 3500.00

.303 Martini-Enfield Service Rifle
LH side of receiver marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1896 M.E.303 1". RH side of
receiver marked "Crown V.R. 1881 111 1". Rifle still has it's clearing rod & top
cover. Good to good plus original condition.
.577 Snider 3-Band Rifle
Mark 1 action with 30,5" barrel, crown cypher to lock plate, stock carries makers
cartouche to Robert Hughes, clearing rod missing. Rest good original overall
condition.

R 3950.00

F43

.577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Breech marked "V.R". under a crown, "BSA & M Co 1888", plus broad arrow and
"II" , Cape Govt and strengthened extractor markings to breech. Standard 33"
(839mm) barrel, bore could clean up better with some elbow-grease. Standard two
barrel bands with bayonet fitting on the front one. Wood has been refinished, silvergrey finish to metalwork. Mechanically sound.

R 6000.00

F44

.577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Complete with clearing rod. Rhs of receiver marked "Crown VR BSA & M Co.
1886 III". Rifle has SRG markings to knox form signifying issue by Southern
Rhodesia Government and also UDF markings to top of breech. Various military
acceptance /inspection stamps and addorsed arrow disposal marks. Stock has
been refinished at some stage. Good overall condition.

R 5500.00

F45

.577/450 Martini-Henry by Thomas Turner Rifle
Standard service rifle configuration, includes clearing rod, 33" barrel marked to
"Thomas Turner Fisher Street Birmingham". Well figured butt, overall good
original condition.

R 5500.00

F46

.577/450 Westley Richards ZAR Martini Rifle
Knox form dated 1897. Silver grey finish to metal work with light pitting, butt is in a
poor condition. Fair to good overall.

R 2500.00

F47

.577/450 Martini-Henry Service Rifle
Full-stock service rifle complete with cleaning rod. British acceptance to knox form.
Barrel of 33". Light pitting to sides of action. Good original stock, metalwork has
been refinished at some stage.

R 4500.00

F40

F41

F42
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R 6500.00

R 4750.00

F48

11mm Mauser Mod 71/84 Service Rifle
Manufactured 1888 at Spandau Works. Rifle is fitted with correct pattern
replacement military stock with inspection marks to it, barrel length of 31". The
tubular magazine fed model 71/84 was a conversion of the single shot model 71 to
magazine fed. Fair to good condition.

F49

7 x 57mm OVS- Chilean Mauser Rifle
DWM manufacture. One of the batch ordered by the OVS, but undelivered because
of the British naval blockade of Lourenco Marques harbour, the rifle was returned to
Germany & subsequently resold to Chile. Receiver ring carries both "OVS" serial
number and Chilean crest. Relatively good bore, rifle is complete with cleaning rod.
Good to good plus overall.

R 12500.00

F50

8mm Mauser "KS98" Service Rifle
As issued to "Kaiserliche Schutztruppen" German colonial troops in German SouthWest and German East Africa. More than likely a trophy brought back from German
South-West campaign 1915. Unique in having 200m rear sight and turned down
bolt handle, the KS was specifically produced for the German Colonial troops in
these two countries. Matching numbers to barrel, bolt & action. "Spandau 1900 &
Crown" plus "L.P. 638 & UDF" indicating German Landes Polizei use. Slight gouge
to stock immediately behind barrel band and stock has been professionally
refreshed. Barrel has seen better days but rifle is in good overall condition.

R 11500.00

F51

7,92 'KS' Gew 98 Service Rifle
Issued to German colonial "Schutztruppen" in German South West and German
East Africa. Differs from regular Gew. 98 in having rear sights commencing at 200
rather than 400 metres and turned down bolt handle. Receiver ring marked
"Spandau 1901". Matching serial number 5703 to all major components, rear sling
swivel is missing. Rest all good original condition.

R 9500.00

F52

7,92mm Mauser "Gew 98" Rifle
Typical Gew 98, standard German issue rifle WW1, receiver ring marked
"Spandau 1906". Complete with sling swivels and butt roundel. Good overall
condition.
7 x 57mm Mauser M1904 Rifle
Commercial 7mm variant of the 1904 "Vergeuiro" Mauser rifle. In service rifle
configuration. Matching numbers to receiver, bolt and stock. Good to good plus
condition.

R 6500.00

7 x 57mm "Boer" Mauser Rifle
DWM manufacture, serial number 9578 indicates 3rd Boer batch. Matching
numbers throughout. Fore-end cut-down in typical "Boer" fashion. Good bore which
is unusual for a 7mm. Good plus but for cut down fore end.
.30-06 FN-Mauser Columbian Service Rifle
Manufactured by Fabrique Nationale for Columbian Army with 23,5" barrel built on
similar lines to the Czech VZ24 model, relatively good bore. Good original condition.

R 9500.00

F56

8 x 57mm M48 Serbian Mauser
Yugoslav communist crest over "M48" to receiver ring. Factory "44" markings to
sidewall of receiver. Complete with issue sling. Excellent condition.

R 5500.00

F57

7,62mm Moisin-Nagant Sniper Rifle
Russian production 1943. Complete with original side-mount & matching numbers.
Service dings & scratches to stock, some fading to finish on action & magazine.
Bore would benefit from a good scrub. Good original condition overall.

F53

F54

F55
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R 6500.00

R 7500.00

R 5500.00

R 14500.00

F58

.69cal Dutch M1867 Snider Service Rifle
Adopted in 1867 the Dutch Snider remained in front line service for only a brief
period in time before being replaced by the M1871 Beaumont. Chambered for the
17,5x30Rmm round, the rifle has a flat back trigger guard similar to the M1871 and
M71./88 Beaumont rifles. Long three-band 38,2" barrel complete with clearing rod,
steel mounts to stock. Breech block marked "P. Stevens Maastricht" . Butt
marked "P.S. MAASTRICHT N.B.1858". Good plus original condition.

R 7500.00

F59

11 x 50R Bavarian Werder 1869 Infantry Rifle
Adopted by the Kingdom of Bavaria in 1869 the Werder was considered tilting block
military rifle with a very fast operating system. Two barrel bands to 35" barrel the
rifle was produced by V.C.Schilling of Suhl. Good to good plus original condition.

R 7500.00

F60

.577/450 Sopers Patent Target Rifle
Leaf & ladder rear sight to 33,25" barrel. "Sopers Patent" marking to swinging
breech. Side of breech marked "Inventor patentees W. Soper Manufacturer
Reading". Very good bore to barrel which displays some pitting to exterior of barrel
which could be cleaned up without major work.
.450 No.2 Musket Westley Richards Falling Block
Target rifle configuration with 36" heavy barrel profile. Tunnel foresight and tangent
type rear sight with provision to tang on pistol grip for mounting a peep tang sight
for long distance work. Horn fore end tip with wrap around chequering to fore end.
Pistol grip with wrap around chequering. Chequered steel butt plate to stock. Some
loss of finish to barrel and professional repair to pistol grip. Good plus Metford rifled
bore. Overall good original condition.

R 37500.00

F61

R 37500.00

F62

.577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle
British proofed sporter with 28,5" barrel, floral engraving to both sides of action.
Sporting fore end has wrap around chequering and horned fore end tip. Wrap
around chequering to pistol grip type stock, ownership shield to top end of butt,
professionally repaired chip to heel of butt, good bore. Good plus refinished
condition.

R 8500.00

F63

.577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle
British proofed 27" barrel which is marked "Made for W Rawbone Cape Town".
Rear sight is of leaf and ladder configuration comprising of one fixed leaf, five
folding leafs and ladder. Chequered wrist, good bore. Overall very good refinished
condition.

R 7500.00

F64

.577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle
Rifle built by Braendlin Armoury with tangent sights to 25,75" barrel. Gun has been
refinished, re-blued metal work and stock. Rifle displays some pit marks to left hand
side of knox form, fairly good bore. Good refinished condition.

R 4500.00

F65

.450/577 Martini Henry Rifle
Ex service rifle with stock that has been sporterized with crude chequering to wrist
and fore end. Rhs of receiver is marked "Crown VR BSA & M co 1888". Various
military markings to barrel and receiver. Rifle has been re-blued and stock modified.

R 2500.00

F66

.22lr BSA Martini International Mk2 Rifle
The last of the BSA target rifles with 29" barrel and 16,5" fore end. Complete with
tunnel fore-sight, adjustable dioptre peep rear sight, foresight element holder and
palm stop. Extremely good condition.

R 5500.00

F67

.22lr BSA Martini International Match Rifle
Standard heavy match stock with sling swivels and fore arm stop. Includes ParkerHale adjustable target peep sight. Exaggerated Monte Carlo design with deeply
swept cheek piece. Bore good, woodwork could benefit from a clean up. Good
condition.

R 3950.00
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F68

.22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle
Standard .22lr Martini target rifle with the thick-walled action and heavy barrel
(20mm dia at the muzzle). Good bore. Fitted with iron sights and rear dioptre target
sights. Good wood, very good plus condition overall.

R 4750.00

F69

.22lr BSA Martini No 15 Target Rifle
Barrel length of 29", fore-end of 16.75" adjustable dioptre Parker Hale target peep
sight to rear of action, tunnel fore sight. Good to good plus condition.

R 3500.00

F70

.22lr BSA Martini No 12 Target Rifle
Barrel length of 29", fore end length of 12". Tangent rear sight to barrel. Provision
for mounting target peep sight to rear of action. Very good condition.

R 3500.00

F71

.22lr Vickers Target Rifle
Target peep sight with tunnel foresight. Barrel of 24" forged in one with the receiver.
Lever Type single shot action. cheek piece to heavy profile stock. Good plus
condition.

R 2800.00

F72

7,62mm R1 Rifle
South African manufactured variant of the FN-Fal rifle. Marked . Wooden butt.
Good refurbished condition.

R 14500.00

F73

7,62 x 51mm West German FN-FAL Rifle
FN manufacture 4/57. Typical West German serial number to magazine housing,
matching manufacturer's numbers to lower and upper receivers, wooden butt, steel
fore end with provision on barrel for mounting a bipod. Barrel is variant without
provision for flash hider but has lower bayonet lug fitted. Good refinished condition.

R 19500.00

F74

7,62mm G3 Service Rifle
Portuguese contract rifle many of which saw later service in SADF and also with
Rhodesian forces. Very good refinished condition.
.30m1 M1 Carbine
Manufactured by Inland Div. of General Motors. M2 carbine receiver. Some light
pitting to bolt body, rest good refinished condition.
.223 Galil Semi-Auto Rifle
Ex. Israeli Defence force gun. Has Israeli crest to LH side of receiver plus 3-position
selector. Israeli Galil rifles differed from SADF R4's in that they have a wooden
foregrip, shorter butt and scope mounting cut-out to the receiver. Good to good plus
condition.

R 13500.00

.223 Rem Saiga M3 Semi-Auto Rifle
Russian built commercial variant of the AK74 rifle with folding stock, provision for
side mounted scope and flash hider/muzzle brake. "As new" condition.
7,62 x 51mm Sig 542 Semi-Auto Rifle
Includes integral bipod, issue bayonet, sling + four extra magazines. "C.U.T .79"
markings to receiver. Scarce & seldom seen in SA. Good to good plus condition.

R 12500.00

F79

7,62mm Zimbabwean FN Short Rifle
Scarce short barrelled 18" variant as used by BSAP assigned to VIP protection
units assigned to Ian Smith and other special forces units. Originally an SADF issue
rifle that was subsequently transferred to Rhodesia. Wooden butt. Good used
condition, traces of Rhodesian Army RA numbers to be found on rifle.

R 16500.00

F80

7,5mm Chatellerault M24/29 LMG
Semi-automatic only, French LMG WW2, Algeria & Vietnam. Fitted with 19.7" barrel
with flash hider and bipod. Box magazine of 25 round capacity, top feed. Good
original condition.

R 8500.00

F75

F76

F77

F78
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R 7500.00

R 19500.00

R 19500.00

F81

.30 M1 Carbine
Underwood manufacture with round bolt. Serial number 2584287. Includes issue
and oil bottle. Two folding leaf rear sight. Military acceptance cartouche to stock.
Good to good plus original condition.

F82

.303 Martini-Enfield Artillery Carbine
LH side of receiver marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1899 M.E. 303 A.C. 111 1'. RH
side of receiver marked "Crown V.R. B.S.A & M. Co. 1877 11". Barrel length of
21", Patt. 88 bayonet lug to fore-end. Top cover is missing from stock. Stock has
been refinished, metalwork is good original condition.

R 2950.00

F83

.45 Westley Richards Monkey Tail Rifle
Carbine variant with 23" full stock barrel. Rifle has been professionally re-furbished
at some stage. All in very good condition.

R 7500.00

F84

.577 Snider Short Rifle
Mk3 action, Crown & Tower stamps to action. Good overall. Barrel fair with some
light pitting. Crack to heel of butt.

R 5000.00

F85

.577 Snider Mk1 Carbine
Lock marked "Crown cypher 1872" plus "V& R. Blakemore Birmingham &
London" plus "Tower". Period copper reinforcing patches fitted behind triggerguard & lock. "J.S. Botha" lightly carved into stock. Fair to good original condition.

R 4750.00

F86

.577/450 Martini-Henry Carbine
Barrel length of 22", carbine short rear sight, saddle ring fitting to lhs of receiver.
Good refinished condition.
.577/450 Martini Henry Carbine
British Commercial proofs to carbine. 21,5" Full-stock barrel. No makers marks.
Good bore. Good overall condition.
7,62mm Moisin Nagant M38 Service Rifle
Russian manufactured 1943 by Ishvest arsenal. Missing cleaning rod, bore could do
with a good scrub, some lost of finish to top of receiver. Fair to good overall
condition.
8mm Berthier M1916 Carbine
French service carbine WW1. Matching numbers. Receiver marked "Mle. M.16".
Good plus arsenal refinished condition.

R 7500.00

F90

6,5mm Carcano Carbine
This example made by Beretta at Gardone. The very short 17,6" (450mm) barrel
with gain-twist rifling, good bore. Some light pitting to magazine walls, otherwise
metal pretty good. The refinished stock with a light crack from the rear of the action
backwards on the RHS. Good plus condition.

R 2250.00

F91

8 x 58mm Steyr M95 Service Rifle
Austro-Hungarian straight pull service carbine, receiver ring marked "BUDAPEST
M95". Woodwork has been professionally refinished, light frosting to grooves,
lands are still sharp. Matching numbers to barrel receiver and bolt. Good to good
plus.

R 2750.00

F92

.30/06 FN-Mauser Columbian Carbine
FN made M98 action/rifle with 17,5" barrel. Columbian Crest and ".30" to top of
action, fairly good bore. Good action, some expected dings to stock.

R 4950.00

F93

8 x 57mm Ethiopian Mauser Carbine
Rampant "Lion Of Judah" crest to receiver. Manufacturers markings in Farsi to
side of receiver. Short 17" barrel variant. Issue leather sling included. Fairly good
bore, overall good original condition.

R 6500.00

F94

.410 Mossberg Mod 183K Shotgun
Bolt action with box magazine, 25" barrel fitted with variable choke. Good plus
condition.

R 1950.00

F87

F88

F89
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R 11500.00

R 7500.00

R 2500.00

R 2500.00

F95

.410 Winchester Mod 41 Shotgun
Single shot bolt action. Full choke to 24" barrel. Some loss of finish to metalwork
and a few light dings/scratches to stock.

R 1250.00

F96

.410 BSA Bolt Action Shotgun
Single shot with 23,5" barrel, utilising "long lee" bolt. Barrel & receiver appear to be
forged from one piece of steel. Good to good plus original condition.

R 1250.00

F97

.410 Iver Johnson S/S Shotgun
Box lock non-ejector with 26" barrels and straight hand grip. Gun has been
professionally refinished and is in very good refinished condition.

R 4500.00

F98

.22/410 Carrero & Astelarra O/U Combination
Spanish copy of the Stevens original. This has 24" barrels, both bores excellent.
The straight-grained hardwood stock has an LOP of 15". Pistol-grip and fore end
chequered to 20 LPI. Gun has seen very little use and is like new.

R 2250.00

F99

.22/410 European Combination Gun
Steel 28" barrels with sling swivel mounted to barrel. Snap underlever action with
cocking indicators mounted behind breech. Pistol grip stock with strengthening pin
to grip. German "Nitro" proofs to barrels. Good .22 bore, .410 shows some pitting.
Tight action.

R 1450.00

F100

.22/.410 European Combination S/S Gun
Steel 28" barrels with sling swivel mounted to barrel. Snap underlever action with
cocking indicators mounted behind breech. Pistol grip stock with strengthening pin
to grip. German "Nitro" proofs to barrels. Good bores, tight action.

R 1450.00

F101

.22/410 European Combination Gun
Tangent sights to 27,5" barrel, side lever hammer action, two panel chequering to
walnut stock which has a steel butt plate and cheek piece, slight bulge midway
along .22 barrel, some light pitting to .410 barrel, otherwise good overall.

R 1650.00

F102

12ga/450 Jones S/S Hammer Combination - Pre 1898
Bar-action locks to top lever with 30,5" barrels carrying five leaf rear sight. Top rib
marked "F. Jones Birmingham" as are locks. Pistol grip stock. Plum brown
patina. Some play to action, cross bolt not disengaging each time action is opened.

R 1850.00

F103

12ga/450 Geo Perrins S/S Hammer Combination
Bar-action locks to top-lever with 30,5" barrels carrying leaf & ladder rear sight. Top
rib marked "Made in England for Geo. Perrins Port Elizabeth". Pistol grip stock.
Relatively good bores. Plum brown patina. Ladder element and two leafs missing
from rear sight. Good overall condition.

R 2950.00

F104

12ga/45 Barnsley Hammer S/S Combination - Pre 1898
Back-action locks to Jones rotary under-lever action with 28" barrels carrying leaf &
ladder rear sight. Locks marked to "T. Barnsley". Straight hand stock with
chequering to it. Some pitting to shotgun bore. Plum brown patina to gun. Patch box
to stock, crack to fore end and missing ladder element to rear sight. Tight action.

R 2650.00

F105

.450/12ga Woodhead S/S Hammer Combination
Bar-action locks to top-lever with 30,5" barrels carrying leaf & ladder rear sight.
Locks marked to "Woodhead Plant & Co. and Rawbone". Pistol grip stock with
worn chequering to it. Relatively good bores. Finish worn. Fair to good overall.

R 2450.00

F106

16ga Tisdall S/S Hammer Gun. Pre-1898.
Top- ever with engraved bar action side locks. Damascus barrels of 32", BP
proofed. Straight hand stock. Some rather minor/light pit marks to bores, good
original overall.

R 2250.00
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F107

12ga Webley Hammer S/S Shotgun
Steel 30" barrels nitro proofed for 1 1/4 oz loads, choked 3/4 and 1/4, back action
side locks with floral engraving to locks, trigger guards and round action, ventilated
recoil pad fitted. Good refinished condition with relatively good bores. Unusual to
get a nitro proofed steel barrelled hammer gun.

R 3750.00

F108

12ga Osborne S/S Hammer Gun - Pre 1898
Top lever with back action side locks. Steel barrels of 30", BP proofed and choked
3/4 & 1/2. Straight hand stock. Some minor/light pit marks to bores, good original
overall.

R 2250.00

F109

12ga Husqvarna S/S Hammer Gun
Le-Faucheux under lever with back action side locks. Steel barrels of 27,75", nitroproofed and choked full & 3/4. Pistol grip stock. Good bores, tight action and good
stock. Good plus original overall.

R 3750.00

F110

12ga Fox Sterlingworth S/S Shotgun
Box lock, non-ejector, double trigger with 30" steel nitro-proofed barrels. Choked full
& 1/4. Pistol grip stock. Bores, action and stock in good to good plus finished
condition.

R 3500.00

F111

12ga Chas Osbourne S/S Shotgun
Box lock non-ejector, auto safety model. Firm lock-up. Good bores. Considerable
original external finish. Chip to heel of butt plate. Appropriate engraving on action &
fences. Nice classic style shotgun. Nitro proofed 2 1/2" (65mm) chambers.

R 3750.00

F112

12ga Greener S/S Shotgun
Box lock non-ejector with 30" barrels choked 3/4 on both barrels. Some light pitting
to bores. Good refinished condition.

R 3750.00

F113

12ga Charles Smith S/S Shotgun
Box lock, non-ejector, double trigger with 30" steel nitro-proofed barrels. Choked full
& 1/2. Pistol grip stock. Bores, action and stock in good to good plus refinished
condition.

R 3500.00

F114

12ga Cogswell & Harrison Avant Tout S/S Shotgun
It is a box lock ejector with 30" steel barrels choked 3/4 & 1/4, much engraving to
action and trigger guard. Pachmayr decelerator pad fitted to well figured stock, nitro
proofed for 1 1/8oz load, 2 3/4" chamber, good bores, tight action. Good to good
plus condition.

R 4500.00

F115

12ga BSA S/S Shotgun
Box lock ejector gun with 25" barrels. Full scroll engraving to action. Butt has been
shortened by 3/4". Nitro-proofed steel barrels. Good overall condition.

R 2750.00

F116
F117
F118

No Item
No Item
.223 Krico Rifle
Fitted with Leupold Vari X3 4,5-14x40mm long range 30mm scope, 25,5" barrel with
ramp fore sight. Rifle was originally in .222 calibre, subsequently reamed out to .223
and reproofed by SABS. Metal work in good condition, stock shows a few light
dings and scratches to varnished finish.

F119

.243 FN Mauser Sporting Rifle
Built on FN solid side wall M98 type action, action fitted with low scope safety,
trigger guard release to floor plate, barrel length of 24", one fixed and two folding
leafs to rear sight, straight line cheek piece to stock, wrap around chequering to
fore end, two panel chequering to grip. Good to good plus original condition.
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R 7000.00

R 15000.00

F120

.30/06 FN-Mauser Sporting Rifle
Built on FN solid side wall M98 type action, action fitted with low scope safety,
trigger guard release to engraved floor plate, barrel length of 24", one fixed and two
folding leafs to rear sight, straight line cheek piece to stock, wrap around
chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip. Very good plus original
condition.

R 16500.00

F121

9,3 x 62 FN Mauser Rifle
Built on FN solid side wall M98 type action, action fitted with low scope safety,
button release to floor plate, barrel length of 24", one fixed and two folding leafs to
rear sight, straight line cheek piece to stock, wrap around chequering to fore end,
two panel chequering to grip. Receiver has been re-drilled and previous holes
plugged for different configuration scope mount. Very good plus original condition.

R 16500.00

F122

.270 Musgrave Lyttleton RSA Rifle
Built on Musgraves highly regarding RSA action with integral mag box, 26" barrel
with ramp foresight and one fixed, one folding leaf rear sight, Weaver K4 scope
fitted to action, Monte-Carlo type stock with solid red rubber recoil pad, dark wood
grip cap and fore end tips and four panel basket weave chequering, All in good plus
condition.

R 14500.00

F123

7 x 64mm Sauer Model 202 Sporting Rifle
Fitted with 4x40 Tasco scope. Barrel length of 24" with open sights to barrel. High
gloss factory finish to metalwork. Monte-Carlo butt with ventilated recoil pad. Very
good plus condition.

R 18500.00

F124

7 x 57mm Westley Richards "Plesier Mauser" Rifle
Rifle carries DWM markings to action and is marked with manufacturers serial
number of 376 to barrel and stock. It also carries a Westley Richards number of
36661 to the action. Barrel of 26", with typical Westley style fore sight and seven
leaf & ladder style rear sight. Stock manufactured from better grade walnut than
what is encountered on the typical "Plesier" Mauser. Wrap around chequering to
fore end and to straight wrist. Steel butt plate. Silver escutcheon plate to stock
marked to "A.J.Odendaal". Appears to have been owned by a Boer who had a
taste for English rather than German rifles. Good to good plus bore. Good plus
refinished condition.

R 22500.00

F125

7 x 57mm Heym Sporting Rifle
Built on M98 Mauser action by Heym with 24" barrel carrying one fixed and two
folding leaf rear sight, four panel chequering to classic German style stock which
has a schnabel to the fore end and cheek piece to butt. Very good plus condition.

F126

.280 Halger Rifle
Magnum Mauser bolt action, bent handle to accommodate large scope. The 280
Halger round is rare. Bore of the 28 3/4" (730mm) round tapered barrel is very
good. Front sight removed though ramped rear sight remains. The big scope has
gone through some hard times and begs an internal clean out. Of note is the
Greener side safety, more associated with British shotguns than German rifles! The
butt missing its horn toe cap, with escutcheon engraved "PMV Beaufort". BU
proofs to action and bolt, rifle carries Mauser trademark to underside of the bolt.
The original action alone would be worth R65000 to R70000 today. Gun good,
scope would benefit from a rejuvenation.

R 60000.00

F127

.303 BSA Sporting Rifle
Built on the P14 action by BSA with open sights to 24" barrel, walnut stock with
schnabel fore end tip, two panel checkering to grip, cheek piece and BSA butt plate.
Factory drilled for scope mounts. Good overall condition.

R 4750.00
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R 8500.00

F128

.303 BSA Sporting Rifle
Built on the P14 action by BSA with 24" barrel, walnut stock with schnabel fore end
tip, two panel checkering to grip, cheek piece and ventilated recoil pad. Factory
drilled for scope mounts. Good to good plus condition with good bore.

R 4950.00

F129

.308win Mauser Model 2000 Sporting Rifle
Fitted with Weaver V4.5 scope which is a variable from 1,5 to 4,5 power, 24" barrel
with matt finish to metal work, hinged mag box opening, four panel chequering to
Monte Carlo type stock. All in good condition.

R 12500.00

F130

.308 Brno Mod ZKK600 Rifle
Complete with 3-9x 32 Tasco variable scope. Manufactured 1986. Deluxe MonteCarlo styled butt. Professionally repaired light crack below bolt handle, rifle has also
been glass-bedded. Open sights to 24" barrel. Excellent condition.

R 9500.00

F131

7,92 x 57mm Mauser Sporting Rifle
Early commercial sporting rifle with Belgian proofs to 23,5" barrel which has iron
sights to it. Engraved M98 action with lever release floor plate and "Einhak
Montagen" fitted. Engraving to sides of action. Originally a double trigger
mechanism, rear trigger has been removed. Stock has a horn fore end tip & grip
cap, double recoil lugs, cheek piece and recoil pad fitted. Bore is relatively good,
rest of rifle is in very good refinished condition.

R 7500.00

F132

30/06 Sako Mod A111 Rifle
Fitted with 4x32 tasco scope on Lynx mounts. Barrel length of 24,5". Two panel
chequering to fore end and pistol grip. Cheek piece and ventilated recoil pad to butt.
Very good plus original condition.

R 13500.00

F133

8 x 68 Voere Titan Rifle
Built on extremely smooth and robust Voere Titan action, magna-ported 26" barrel
with fixed leaf rear sight and Bushnell 3-9X Banner telescope mounted on receiver.
Trigger guard release to mag box, double set triggers, Bavarian style stock with
cheek piece. Good to good plus condition.

R 17500.00

F134

9 x 57mm Mauser M98 Sporting Rifle
Barrel length of 24 ", open sights to barrel. Receiver is drilled & tapped for scope
mounts, bolt suitable for scope use. German proofs to barrel & receiver. Two panel
chequering to pistol grip of classic styled stock. Rifling shows typical "cordite burn".
Scratch mark to stock ahead of chamber area. Overall fair to good condition.

R 5500.00

F135

.270win FN-Sauer Sporting Rifle
Select grade two piece walnut stock with 24" barrel and tang safety. Three round
magazine. "FN-Sauer" markings to receiver. Good to good plus condition.

R 15000.00

F136

375H&H Mag Sauer Mod 90 Rifle
Fitted with Tasco 4X40WA scope on Lynx mounts. Barrel length of 24" + 2" muzzle
brake. Open sights to barrel. Detachable magazine box. Wrap around chequering
to fore end, two panel to grip. Monte-Carlo type stock with cheek piece. High gloss
factory blued finish. Extremely good plus original condition.

R 22500.00

F137

.375 H&H Sauer Mod 80 Sporting Rifle
"Sauer 80 Made in W. Germany" to LHS of receiver. Detachable 3-round
magazine. Open sights to 23,5" barrel. QD scope mounts for rail mount scope
fitted. Dark fore end tip and grip cap, Monte-Carlo stock of select grade walnut. All
in excellent original condition.

R 19500.00

F138

.375h&h Brno CZ550 Magnum Rifle
Fitted with Leupold VX R 4-12x40 30mm tube scope, 25" barrel with ramp fore sight
and one fixed and two folding leaf rear sight, Warne quick detachable type scope
mounts. Classic styled walnut stock with Pachmayr decelerator pad. Scope alone
sells for about R10 000 today. All in extremely good condition.

R 17500.00
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F139

.404 Cogswell & Harrison Rifle
Built on factory sporterized P14 action, 26" barrel with single leaf rear sight and
ramp fore sight, magnum magazine box to action. Wrap around chequering to fore
end and pistol grip, solid brown rubber recoil pad, very good bore. Very good plus
overall condition.

R 25000.00

F140

.460weatherby Brno ZKK Rifle
Built on ZKK 602 magnum action with chamber and feeding modifications done by
Bill Ritchie and subsequently re-proofed by Bill Ritchie. Rifle fitted with 4X Burris
compact scope, open sights to 25" barrel. Deluxe type factory stock, with dark wood
fore end tip and grip cap, Monte-Carlo type cheek piece, Pacmayr decelerator pad
and two extra recoil lugs added to stock. All in good plus condition.

R 17500.00

F141

.308 Heckler & Koch Mod 770 Semi-Auto Rifle
Sporting rifle with roller lock similar to the G3 rifle. Open sights to 21" barrel and
Tasco 2-6X IR scope fitted on QD mount. Two panel chequering to grip & fore end
of Bavarian styled stock. Detachable magazine. Very good plus condition.

R 16500.00

F142

.300 Win Mag Sako Deluxe Mod L61R Sporting Rifle
Deluxe variant with high grade stock featuring skip-line chequering and dark wood
tip & grip caps. Barrel length of 25" with additional 2" for muzzle brake which is
fitted. Open sights to barrel and Shirstone 4x40WA scope fitted. Engraved floor
plate and trigger guard fitted as is the norm on the deluxe model. Rifle is in
excellent overall condition.

R 16500.00

F143

.44-40 Winchester M1873 Carbine - Pre 1898
Serial no. 91657A indicates 1881 manufacture. British proofs to round 20" barrel
which has three folding rear sight. Full length magazine tube, crescent steel butt
plate with sliding trap to it. Iron receiver. Replacement band to fore end,
professionally refinished stock, plum brown patina to metalwork. Some light dings to
metalwork, otherwise good original.

R 17500.00

F144

.44mag Winchester Mod 94 Rifle
Blued lever action with 20" barrel and open sights. Serial number 3325254M
indicates 1969 manufacture. Mint condition. The ideal pig gun?

R 12500.00

F145

.30-30 Winchester Model 94 Rifle - Cased
In wooden case. Serial number 2313696 indicates 1957 manufacture, barrel length
of 20". Chequered steel butt plate to walnut stock. Particularly good original
condition. Instruction manual included.

R 9500.00

F146

12ga Chas Osbourne Shotgun - Cased
In leather hard case. Box lock non-ejector with 30" Nitro proofed barrels, made by
BSA, good bores, tight action. Ribs have been re-laid on barrels. Good original
overall but for some loss of finish to barrels.

R 4500.00

F147

12ga Brno O/U Shotgun - Cased
In Beretta marked Negrini hard case. Lining coming adrift from case. Gun has 24"
skeet choked barrels and slip-on extension pad to stock. Hi-viz fore sight on
ventilated rib. Cheek piece to stock. Gun is in good overall condition but for some
slight loss of finish to barrels. Good bores, tight action.

R 8500.00

F148

12ga Ithaca M37 Featherlight Pump Shotgun - Cased
Barrel length 26,5", with variable choke fitted to the muzzle, steel action, chequered
wrist and fore end. Game scenes engraved to both sides of receiver. In fitted hard
case. Very good to excellent condition.

R 2450.00

F149

.577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle
British proofed 28,5" barrel marked to "W M Rawbone Cape Town", one fixed, 3
folding leafs and ladder rear sight. Stock has been refinished with some under
sizing to action, roundel missing from butt. Fair overall condition.

R 2500.00
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F150

.308win Blaser Mod R93-LRS2 Tactical Rifle
This rifle is now sold only to military/law enforcement bodies and is not available on
the civilian market. Fluted 24,75" barrel threaded for silencer/muzzle brake. Blaser
straight pull action. Fully adjustable tactical stock which is adjustable for length of
pull, comb height and adjustable mono-pod, fore end fitted with bipod. Detachable
magazine and spare included. Rifle is fitted with Leupold VX6 7-42X scope on QD
mounts. Includes spare set of 1" rings. Included is a padded nylon carry bag.
Similar rifles are selling 2nd hand in the USA for $6500+. All in excellent condition.

R 75000.00

F151

.223 Ruger Mini 14 Rifle
Wooden stocked, blued variant, 18,5" barrel, magazine missing. Good overall
condition.

R 6250.00

F152

.223 Ruger Mini 14 Rifle
Wooden stocked, blued variant, 18,5" barrel, magazine missing, some wear to
finish otherwise good overall condition.

R 5950.00

F153

.223 Ruger Mini-14 Semi-Auto Rifle
Wooden stocked, blued variant, 18,5" barrel, five round magazine, some light dings
and scratches to stock otherwise good overall condition.

R 6500.00

F154

12Ga. Winchester M1897 Shotgun
Serial number 977298 indicates 1951 manufacture. The 30" (762mm) barrel has a
good bore with an extra-full choke. The plain walnut stock been refinished at some
stage. Some loss of finish to bluing on high spots. Collectable. Good original but for
refinished butt.

R 4750.00

F155

12ga Greener GP Gun
Single barrel built on the Greener "Martini" action. Barrel length of 3 ". Good
original condition.

R 1750.00

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

G1

.303 "Sporterised" Lee Enfield Rifle
S.M.L.E type barrel fitted to Long Lee action, sporterised fore end. Fair to good
condition.

G2

.308win T/C Venture Rifle
Brand new rifle ex-dealer stock. Fluted 22" barrel with target crown, synthetic stock,
camo factory finish to barrel, action and stock. Adjustable trigger. T/C rifles come
with a factory guarantee of 1 MOA accuracy.

R 12500.00

G3

12ga Miroku S/S Shotgun
Box lock, non-ejector, double trigger with 28" steel nitro-proofed barrels. Choked full
& 1/4. Pistol grip stock. Bores, action and stock in excellent condition.

R 3450.00

G4

12ga Brno S/S Shotgun
Box lock, non-ejector, double trigger with 30" steel nitro-proofed barrels. Choked
3/4 & 1/2. Straight hand stock. Bores, stock and action all in excellent condition.

R 4500.00

G5

12ga Astra S/S Shotgun
Box lock, non-ejector, double trigger with 30" steel nitro-proofed barrels. Choked full
& 1/2. Straight hand stock. Bores and action excellent condition. Some light
scratches to finish on stock.

R 2250.00

G6

12ga Miroku O/U Shotgun
Box lock, ejector, double trigger with ribbed 28" nitro-proofed barrels. Choked full &
1/4. Straight hand stock. Bores, action and stock in excellent condition.

R 7500.00

G7

12ga Manufrance Pump Action Field Gun
Barrel length of 28", choked 3/4. Walnut pistol grip style stock. Very good plus
condition.

R 2450.00
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R 1250.00

G8

12ga Atis Semi-Auto Shotgun
Ribbed 26" barrel with three quarter choke, three round magazine capacity can be
extended if needed. Good plus condition.

R 4500.00

G9

12ga Shadow Semi-Auto Shotgun
Field gun made in Japan. Ribbed barrel of 28" with modified choke. Chequered
wrist and fore-end. Good to good plus condition.

R 3500.00

G10

12ga Savanah Pump Action Shotgun
Fore sight to 21" barrel, extended magazine tube giving seven round capacity,
ammunition holder fitted to lh side of receiver. Good to good plus condition.

R 2250.00

G11

12ga Atis Pump-Action Shotgun
"Riot" gun with black plastic fore-end & butt. Barrel length of 20" with full-length
magazine tube. Mint condition.

R 2250.00

G12

12ga CBC Mod 586-P Pump Shotgun
Seven round tubular magazine, 19" barrel length. Good plus condition.

R 2250.00

G13

12ga Winchester Defender Shotgun
Fitted with folding stock & pistol grip. Barrel length of 19" with full length magazine
tube. Good original condition.

R 1950.00

G14

12ga Winchester Defender Pump Action Shotgun
Seven round tubular magazine and 18,5" barrel, some wear to finish on shotgun but
good working order.

R 2450.00

G15

12ga Winchester Defender Pump Action Shotgun
Seven round tubular magazine to 18,5" barrel. Excellent condition.

R 2500.00

G16

12ga Maverick Shotgun
Pistol grip replacement to stock, 16" barrel, three plus one round magazine. Good
condition.
12ga Saiga Semi-Auto Shotgun
Sixteen inch barrelled, box magazine fed, Kalashnikov type shotgun made by
Izhmash in Russia. Complete with full cleaning kit, instruction manual, factory
certificate and two rare original Izhmash 8-round magazines in factory box. Mint
condition.
.22lr CBC Mod 122 Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
With open sights to 20,75" barrel. Good original condition.
.22lr Remington "Scoremaster" Rifle
Threaded for a suppressor and fitted with 4x scope. Very nicely refinished in bright
blue with oiled stock. In excellent condition.
12ga Beretta A301 Semi-Auto Shotgun
Ventilated rib barrel of 28" with 1/2 choke. Stock has been modified to 14" L.O.P.
for a female shooter. Gun would be ideal for a female or young shottist. Regulated
for 24gram loads. Engraving to both sides of action. Excellent condition.

R 1850.00

G17

G18
G19

G20

G21

G22

44mm Verney-Carron Flash Ball
Crowd control non-lethal defence weapon. A baton round or Flash Ball can be used
with it, propelled by a 12ga. Blank round. Double-barrel of 370mm, a detachable
shoulder stock is supplied with it. New from dealer stock.
44mm Verney-Carron Flash Ball Pistol
Double barrelled pistol variant of 190mm length. Crowd control non-lethal defence
weapon. A baton round or Flash Ball can be used with it, propelled by a 12ga. Blank
round. New from dealer stock.
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R 12500.00

R 2750.00
R 2000.00

R 5500.00

R 2500.00

R 2500.00

G23

35mm Manhurin MR35 Punch
A crowd control/defence weapon built of aa Polyamide compound, has a barrel
length of 280mm and overall length of 518mm. Double action trigger mechanism
and five shot magazine. Item comes with ten baton rounds and they can be
reloaded with a simple 12ga. blank round. Importer can supply baton or flash-bang
rounds, CS ammo available for special use. Fitted with Maglite torch. New from
dealer.

R 2500.00

G24

.308win Sporting Rifle On P-14 Action
Target profile 28" barrel by Josef Just of Ferlach. Sporterised P-14 action with ears
milled off. Bishop walnut stock with darker wood grip cap. Golden Eagle 4x40 WA
on Lynx mounts. Rifle is well executed and has a very good bore.

R 4950.00

G25

.303 Lee-Enfield Sporting Rifle
Muzzle brake to 24" barrel, Bisley Deluxe 2,5X20 scope fitted. Built on SMLE No. 1
Mk3 action. Monte-Carlo sporter stock with ventilated recoil pad. Very good
condition & good bore.

R 3750.00

Conditions of Sale
The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal
announcement during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the
property listed in this catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the
said property that we act for.
1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a) The bid price,
b) A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at
14% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.25%)
c) And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 14% of the bid price. It is recorded
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to
such premium.
2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased
the lot being offered and to have:
a) assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein
b) to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar
days from the date of sale.
In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have
assumed full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions
contained herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence
or permit for possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said
licences.
Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against the prevailing
terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the Auction
purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the
dealer
It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any,
between the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or
body not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have
been settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
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No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in
cash or in Bank Cleared funds.
All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners
Club International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of
the aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or
Charge Card settlements.
No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the
purchaser, in addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law,
including but without limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price,
then we at our sole discretion may:
a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b) resell the property.
3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in
full or collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be
deemed to be abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and
recover reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property
and/or the purchaser.
No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer
may not be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any
other party, in this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser
liable for all costs including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges
due hereunder, our attorneys fees and incidental charges.
All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of
this clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent
from the seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of
any item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00
per calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first
day of the month within which the four month period shall expire. In the event that the
purchaser fails in his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own
discretion, resell such item to recover such fee.
4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their
catalogued number and no lot shall be divided for sale.
5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer
shall be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in
the sole opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the
sole right to determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale
records shall be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be
liable only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include
payment for consequential or incidental damages.
Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.
7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required
by the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the
consignor’s behalf in order to protect such reserve.
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY
A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.
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8. All lots are sold “Voetstoots”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR
IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP,
PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR
HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY
OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or
packers including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own
insurance and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.
10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms,
are governed by the laws of South Africa. By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent,
order-bid or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these
Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach,
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the parties in 10.
These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and
purchasers and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or
modification of the terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the
sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in writing signed by us.
11. Absentee Bids. As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual
auction, we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in
writing on the bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.
Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In
the event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We
accept no responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.
12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots.
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty
to bidder or seller as to the actual price.
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than
the estimate value.
13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the
floor. By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500
R 50-00 increments
501 - 1999
R 100-00 increments
2,000-4,999
R 250-00 increments
5,000-9,999
R 500-00 increments
10,000-19,999
R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 >
R 2,500-00 increments
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM

To:
Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)
PO Box 484
River Crescent
1042

Tel: 013 656 2923
Fax: 013 656 1835
Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 56 to be held on 1st April 2017
Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 16h00 0n 30 March 2017
Lot No. Description:
Limit:
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;
Full Name: (Please Print)
ID Number:
Postal Address:
Residential Address:
Tel :
Fax:
Cell :
Email:
Signature :
Date:
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